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A Leather Easy Chair of heroic size; upholstered in the finest grade of No. 1 curled hair;

with massive frame of solid mahogany, hand
carved, with claw feet and concealed casters ?and
the price only $59.
Many a chair of inferior worth stands marked
at $100 today. But we are making a special
demonstration of our heavy leather work, and we
make it worth while to embrace this opportunity
and own a stately Leather Library Chair.
The proportions of this piece are a guarantee
of luxury. The arms are broad, the seat is extra
deep and finely crowned; the back is tall. It is a
genuine piece of half century work; that is, it will
easily last 50 years.
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CARPETS and RUGS.
A cyclone of good values has struck our Carpet Department. As a result very low prices are being quoted on high grade goods. Here are a few
things to think about:
grade Tapestry Carpets at 75c. Per yard.
Splendid quality Velvet Carpets at $|. OO per yard.
Great value in Tapestry Rug. 9x12, for $15 00First quality Brussels Rug, 9x12, for $25.00.
Mattings, worth 50c. per yard, now 35c.
Mattings, worth 30c. per yard, now 20c.
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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.

previous, the venerable jubilarian
delivered the sermon at St, Mary's
Church, Anapolis, Md., at the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of
the establishment of the Redemptorists in that place.

point.

The marble main

altar,

a

gift of Mrs. Ann Donnelly, mother
of the pastor of St. Michael's, was
consecrated, the day before, by
Bishop McDonnell.
The many readers of the small
but very beautiful and helpful compilation known as " The Little Treasury of Leaflets," will be interested
to know that the compiler was Sister Mary Xavier Reed of the Presentation Convent, Galway, Ireland,
who died not long since, aged nearly
sixty, having been a nun for thirtysix years. Besides her four little collections of prayers, hymns, and pious
practices, it is said that " she carried on an apostleship of prayer,
good counsel, and unselfish interest
in the welfare of numbers outside
the convent walls."
The annual festival in aid of the
Home for Destitute Catholic Children will be held on Saturday, May 9,
at Mechanics' Building, Huntington
avenue, and will be under the
patronage of the Ladies' Aid Society
of the Home. An entertainment will
be given for children in the afternoon, and will be repeated for
adults in the evening. The different
parishes of this diocese will be represented by tables containing good
things for purchase. There are over
200 destitute children now in the
Home, entirely dependent on charity,
and the ladies of the society solicit
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sufferers.
A small trial bottle is sent Free and
Prepaid to any reader of the Boston
Sacred Heart Review who writes to
Vernal Remedy Company, 10 Seneca St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine will
cure any case of constipation, to stay
cured. The most stubborn case will
yield in less than a week, so the sufferer
is free from all trouble and a perfect
and permanent cure is well begun will
only one small dose a day.
We have received thousands of unsolicited testimonial letters from persons
who have been cured by this wonderful
remedy, when other preparations have
failed.
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ThWek'sNews.
Progress of

The latest circular issued
by the national secretary

Catholic Federation. of the American Federation of Catholic Societies
shows considerable progress. From many part-;
of the country come reports of organization. The
meeting held at. the residence of Archbishop
Farley, New York, a few weeks ago, attended
by representatives of the Knights of Columbus,
the Catholic Benevolent Legion, the Catholic
Knights of America, the Diocesan Union of the
Holy Name Society, the St. Vincent dc Paul Society, the Catholic Club, the Xavier Alumni

Association, the German Benevolent and Singing
Societies, and other organizations, and presided
over by the Archbishop, is a good sign of the
headway which the Federation is making. Speaking for himself personally at this meeting, Archbishop Farley expressed his entire approval of
the object and course of the general body on
the lines on which it lias been conducted. Rev.
Dr. M. .1. Lavelle and Rev. Dr. F. 11. Wall explained the BCOpe and purpose of federation,
dwelling specially on the point that there was
absolutelynopolitics in it, or any intention to allow
politics to enter in any wayinto its proceedings.
The work it contemplates tends solely, they asserted, in the line of education and social benevolent and sociological effort. At another meeting,
to be called by Archbishop Farley after May 15,
delegates will be selected to the National Convention to be licld in Atlantic City.

When in Omaha, last
where a great
Tuesday,
The President
strike
threatened,
on the
is
PresLabor Question. ident Roosevelt took occasion to say something
on the labor question, lie said : "If I might
give a word of advice to Omaha, I should like to
see your daily press publish in full the concluding portion of the report of the Anthracite Coal
Strike Commission, signed by all the members
thereof, by those in a special sense the champion
of the wage workers, and by those in a special
sense identified with capital, organized or unorganized, because these people did not speak first
as capitalist or as laborer, did not speak first as
judge, as army man, as churchman, but they
spoke, all of them, as American citizens anxious
Look
to see right and justice prevail.
at the report signed by these men ; look at it in
the spirit in which they wrote it.and if you can
only make yourselves, make the community approach the problems of today in the spirit that
these men, your fellows, showed in approaching
the great problem of yesterday, any problem or
problems will be solved."
Edward VII.. King of
King Edward Visits England, was received in
audience at the Vatican,
the Pope.
on Wednesday last, by
his Holiness, Leo XIII. The King, who had in
the morning reviewed 25,000 of the troops of
King Victor Emmanuel, after lunching at the

..

.

Quirinal, drove from the British Embassy to the

Vatican, accompanied by Colonel Lamb, the
British military attache. Behind him followed
the members of his suite. The King rode "» a
private carriage and wore a field marshal s uniform and had no escort, except some policemen

in plain clothes. King Edward remained in conversation with the Pontiff for about twenty minutes. A bell was then rung, and the King's suite
At the conclusi,,,,
was admitted and presented.
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of the audience King Edward took his leave, the
Pope crossing the room at his side and saying
his last words at the door.
()f course there were some
of King Edward's subDismay
jects not at all pleased by
of the Bigots,
his visit to the Pope.
Ultra-Protestant elements, such as arc to be
found in the Protestant Alliance, took occasion
to warn the King not to go near the Vatican ;
and the Church Association, somewhat similiar
in its make-up to the Alliance, sent a message to
King Edward expressing dismay that bis
Majesty's advisers deemed it consistent with
their duty to play into the hands of the Roman
Curia, by arranging for the King to formally visit
the lope whose religion his Majesty declared
was superstitious and idolatrous. Nevertheless
the King went; and there is weeping and gnashing of teeth among the bigots of the three kingdoms.
The vital statistics report
Ireland's
of the registrar general
Ebbing Life.
for Ireland, for the year
ending Dec. SI, 1902,
recently laid before Parliament, shows the volume of emigration from that country during the
year. The total number of emigrants was 40,-401, or 9.1 per thousand of the country's population, as estimated in the month of June. These
emigrants comprised iS,S9B males and 21,508
females, an increase of 531 over the number
emigrating during the preceding year, 1901.
The province of Coimaiijjjht furnished the largest
portion of this outflow, compared with its population, the number being 11,533, or 17.8 per
thousand; next came Minister, with 15,K72, or
14.7 per thousand; then Ulster, with 9,091, or
5.7 per thousand, and Leinster, which contains
Dublin, with 3,ti94, or 3.2 per thousand of the
people. Compared with the year 1901, these
figures show an increase of 294 emigrants from
Leinster, a decrease of 509 from Munster, an
increase of 351 from Ulster, and an increase of
441 from Connaught. A contemporary, commenting on the emigration shown by the above
figures, calls it"the ebbing of a nation's life";
and the metaphor is only too expressive. The
Irish land bill, and possible Home Rule in the
background, are pleasant tilings to contemplate,
but whether or not the remedial measures will
come in time to stop the exodus is a question.
The gentle and lamb-like
spirit of the anti-religious
The Gentle
French "Liberals." elementsof France's population is well exemplified
iii the reports which reach us of rioting in Marseilles. We read that on Tuesday last a riotous
outbreak occurred in the streets surrounding the
Capuchin convent in that city, where the friars
barricaded themselves. A crowd of several thousand persons gathered about the place at an early
hour, many of them carrying banners having
anti-clerical inscriptions. A charge was made by
a squad of police. The fight became general,
stones and clubs being used ; a number of policemen were injured and many arrests were made.
A number of persons, who attempted to rescue
the prisoners, stoned a commissary of police,
and the police thereupon charged with drawn
revolvers and fired about twenty shots in the air
to intimidate the rioters. Strong reinforcements
were then sent for. A protest was made by an
official of that quarter of Marseilles against the
insufficient protection afforded by the central
authorities.

It seems that, for some
Porto Rican Cases reason or other, the cases
against American officers
Dropped.
in Porto Rico, for smuggling, will not be prosecuted. Judge Holt of the
United States District Court has granted the
motion of District Attorney Pettingill to dismiss
the indictments returned by the grand jury in
tlii' aforesaid cases. In granting the motion,
Judge Holt quoted from the opinion of Justice
Field, to the effect that after an indictment is
found and until the trial oi the case, the authority of district attorneys is absolute, and they can
abandon the prosecution at their pleasure by
entering a motion to dismiss. Judge Holt said
the Court had no right to inquire into the reason for the motion. It was to be presumed that
the motion was made because of insufficient evidence. There are those who will not hesitate to
say that the abandonment of those persecutions
was the result of some more immediate cause
than lack of evidence. From the very beginning the authorities have shown little disposition
to press home the inquiries.

The governmentsof Prussia and of the grand duchy
of Mecklenburg have deLeave.
cided to expel the Mormon missionaries, of whom there are 145 in Germany and 90 in Prussia, on the ground that they
are propagating a form of religious belief incompatible with the laws of the State and public
morals, and because polygamy is not excluded
from their doctrines. The missionaries, who are
all Americans, will be allowed sufficient time to
settle up their personal affairs. None of the
Mormons has yet been deported. The government of Prussia defines the expulsion as being
simply a police measure, for which no explanation need be made.
Mormons Must

People not enamored of
To be seen no More. the government's policy
in the Philippines will
deem as ominous the announcement that the
Declaration of Independence is to be seen no
more by the public. An order has been issued
that henceforth the historic manuscript shall be
kept under lock and key in a srreat fire and lightproof safe. This decision was reached last week
as the result of an examination of the document
by a committee of the American Academy of
Science, then in session in Washington, who
acted at the instance of Secretary Hay. Most of
the text of the Declaration is still legible, but
only one or two of the signatures can be made
out. There is only a trace of the autograph of
John Hancock, the first to sign.
Andrew Carnegie has
A Temple of Peace. decided to place the
sum of $1,500,000 at the
disposal of the Government of the Netherlands,
for the purpose of erecting and maintaining a
courthouse and library at The Hague for the
permanent Court of Arbitration. The full details
of the plan have not yet been worked out, but it
seems probable that a trust will be constituted
and administered by the Government of the
Netherlands, as trustee for all the Othersignatory
powers of the Hague treaty, to carry out the
philanthropic intentions of Mr. Carnegie.

An extensive strike is one of the features
of Montreal life, just at present. The militia
had to be called out this week to suppress riots.
Archbishop Bruchesi has issued a pastoral on
the situation.
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The Memory of Brownson.

WChatEodlicS
rs ay.
Manila Yarn.

''Manila hemp is good," remarks the Catholic
Standard and Times, referring to a recent wild
story from the Philippines, "but Manila yarn is
a different thing."

*

Missouri's Boodlers.

*

#

Among the State's fugitive boodlers," says
"
the Western Watchman, " are men of English, I
Scotch, Irish,and German blood, and they belong

all the political parties.
knows no politics, religion
to

Political corruption
or nationality. A thief

is of all climes and lands."
One Good Result.

*

*

#

J

'

" An excellent bill has been passed by the
present legislature," says the Pittsburg Catholic.
'?It is one that prohibits the employment of
boys under sixteen years of age in coal mines,

" We are glad that Dr. Brownson's memory is
to be publicly honored in New York," says the
Michigan Catholic (Detroit). "He was our
fellow citizen in Detroit when death called him.
His son, biographer and editor, is also our fellow
citizen, and he ornaments our citizenship with
the reputation of being among the most learned
men. in the solid sciences, of his generation. We
are glad that pure scholarship, the scholarship
which concerns itself with worthy subjects of intellectual research, is to be honored in the honoring of him who was one of the most marked examples, during his generation, of love for such
scholarship."
Private Judgment.

*

*

*

4

Ma)
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THE GOVERNORSHIP OF FIJI, AND THINGS
GERMANE THERETO.
A Methodist Conference in New Zealand recently

passed the following resolution

:?

The conference recommend the Board of Missions
to communicateto the British Government their strong
sense of the unsnitability of the appointment of a Soman Catholic governor of Fiji, in view of the recent
conversion of the natives from savagery by Protestant
missionaries, and to the. fact that the presence of a
Roman Catholic governor is an encouragement to the
French priests to increase their mischievous attempts
and to disturb the religion of the people, 90 rer cent,
of whom are attached to the Protestant faith."

"

Whereupon the New Zealand Tablet comments :?

The New York Freeman's Journal says of
that right of private judgment of which nonCatholics make so much boast "Liberty of private judgment and speech has been the shibboleth of Protestantism from its beginning, hut it
has never been more than a theory flattering to
the ignorant. No sect, from Luther's and Calvin's time to the present, has ever tolerated the
practice of the theory. The first thing an incipient sect does is to formulate a creed of some kind
and require assent to it as a condition of membership. This is logical and consistent for the purpose of effecting some kind of union, but it is the
negation of the right of private judgment*"

says in his 'Hudibras':
" Butler
' And we are best of all led to

Men's principles by what they do.'
It
is
a
bad principle that won't, like a ferry-boat,
"
work both »vays.
And consistency, even though it is
a jewel, is meant for everyday use. Xow, to be consistent, our Methodist friends should forthwith withand outside such mines under fourteen years.
draw their missionaries from Ireland, Italy, the PhilThis is one effective result of the work of the
ippines, and all Christian lands that are non-Methodist;
recent coal commission."
likewise from pagan nations and tribes that sit in darkness and the shadow of death?in Africa, the East, the
*
*
*
unconverted islands of the Pacific, and generally, from
Some Mothers.
every place upon this planet where their presence
If some mothers," says the Catholic Columwould be likely to 'disturb the religion of the people."
And if in far Fiji the governor must be of the same rebian, "would devote as much time and attention
theirdaughters.
understanding
instructing
ligious complexion as the majority of the people, why
to
and
not elsowhero, too? This principle would give Cathof
neighthe
ins
and
outs
learning
as they do to
#
olic lords lieutenant, govornors-general, viceroys, govborhood gossip and scandal, there would be fewer
*
* Done.
ernors, or administrators to Ireland, Canada, Malta,
be
Things
that can't
young women going down the broad road that
Of interest to the earnest non-Catholics who Mauritius, and the Seychelles Islands, Hindus to
leads to hell."
India, and Buddhists to Ceylon. And Buddhist and
deplore the lack of Christian knowledge and Taoist governors should alternately 'goto Hongkong.'
#
#
*
feeling among the rising generation, is the fol- Moreover : if Catholics are -unsuitable' to act as mere
?'Mr. Dooley" Is Different.
Somebody having asked why the Irish are lowing remark from the New Century: "You constitutional figure-heads over the remnants of a vanhalf-civilizedrace of waist-clothed Methoannoyed at the " Stage Irishman" and not at can not put hundreds of young men into a big, ishing and
dist islanders in the mid-Pacific, they must, a fortithem
to
be
establishment
and
expect
collegiate
Fiuley Peter Dunne's "Mr. Dooley," the Cat/tobe vastly more unlit for the far more momentous
Christian because they have been told that they ori,
occupation of leading on to victory the civilized and
lie Citizen replies : "There is as much difference
You
can
not
a
Christian
country.
are living in
mainly Protestant ' soldiers of the king,' on wlio.se
1pet ween Mr. Dooley' and the Irishman of 'Metheir attention, day by day, on the things couiagc and training and discipline the fate of this
force
as
there
is
between
Fadden's Bow of Flats'
of the mind solely in their relation to the things mighty empire depends as its last resort. And, thereBooker T. Washington ami a Congo gorilla."
wonder that, when the memb rs of the
of this world, and expect that the spiritual sense fore, do we
*
conference
were
in the passing mood for flailing
*
*
will develop. You can not ask them to believe ' Rome,' they did not also ' recommend the Board of
Optimism.
ResurrecMissions to communicate to the British Government
Says the Catholic Union and Timet: "We in the Incarnation, the Passion and the
creed their strong sense of the ' unsnitability' of allowing
when
the
bases
on
which
this
retion
of
Christ
who
to
pretend
Britons,
to
remind
those
wish
the Catholic Generals Butler, Dillon, Clery, Kellygard Irish Home Rule as a dream, that anyone rests you yourself declare to be doubtful."
Kenny, etc., to win victories for the empire by land,
#
#
who, ten years ago, would have foretold the in*
and Admiral White to help to 'rule the king's navee '
Stay-at-Home Citizen.
the
The
governbill
by
of
the
land
present
troduction
and keep it in readiness for the day
The following note from the Casket is not
'When the battle rages loud and long,
ment? with every probability of its passage
And the stormy winds do blow.'
would be hooted at as a madman. Ireland's self- without interest to Americans: We are proud
story is told of a memory-trainer, one of
the
ministerof
finance.
"The
Scotians,
government is assured and at no distant day." to see two Nova
promising pupils forgot to pay his fee.
most
whose
working
#
of
the
to
Opposition,
and the leader
*
*
'And the worst of it is,' said the distractedprofessor,
elecof
in
checking
corruption
devise a means
Parson-Ridden Ireland.
'I can't rememberhis name.' People can not rememSays the Catholic Xetcs : Catholic Ireland tions. Both seem to agree that some punishment ber everything amidst the pressure of a conference.
has often been referred to as ' a priest-ridden should be inflicted on the man who, without But a fairly learned and fair-minded body of men
country.' A Dublin journalist has been looking good reason, omits to vote. This is what we might be reasonably expected to advert to the logical
the principles they enunciate, and to the
into the matter. The result of his investigation have already thought. The stay-at-home citizen results of
of facts that have a relation to them. Is
broader
class
is quite interesting. He finds that there are makes it more easy for the unscrupulous politinot the conference aware of the distinction won by
3,308,661 Catholics in Ireland and 581,0«9 mem- cian to control elections; he leaves an open door
Catholics In the diplomatic service of the empire? And
It if it is, why is it not on fire in this direction too, as
bers of the Church of Ireland (Protestant Epis- for the impersonator and the repeater.'
copal it is called in this country), until 1869 es- would be a punishment very proper to the offence well as in the side that turns towards Fiji? If CathoPendleton of the Fiji
tablished by law. While there is one priest for if he wore disfranchised for a time, as Mr. Bor- lics are 'unsuitable' in thebeLittle
simply impossible in the
must
archipelago,
they
every 891 Catholics there is one minister to den proposes. Mr. Fielding thinks it would lie vaster sphere of great national and international polievery 363 Episcopalians. Thus is destroyed an- well to hold a judicial investigation of every tics. Yet the Catholic Marquis of Ripon ruled India
other one of those anti-Catholic phrases that are election whether petitioned for or not."
better than any British statesman of any period. Sir
Francis Bertie (the present British ambassador to
slandering
the Church."
so freely used in
*
*
*
is a Catholic. So are the ambassadors to Vienna,
Rome)
Church.
Malicious Opposition to the
*
*
*
Lisbon and Constantinople. Do our
The
Hague,
What physical ailment is it, we wonder,"
For Rich and Poor Alike.
deem all this unsuitable'? And if
Methodist
friends
Aye Maria, "that causes so many I'rotReferring to the Church's rule about mixed asks the
so, on what grounds? And if not, on what broad polMethodists and Bap- itical principle do they justify their resolution regardmarriages, Church Proyress says: " While, estant ministers, especially
the
Church
and calumniate its ing the governorshipof Fiji? Surely they do not hold,
to
revile
therefore, the rule is for all Catholics, still it ap- tists
of
our
own acquaintance, with the Orange lodges, that the Emancipation Act
physician
V
A
members
plies with greater force to those of higher intela
Catholic
or two ago, tells was ' a fatal error '; or that the best service for empire
year
became a
ligence and social position. It is no compliment who
he fears he can never fully control the or country is to be kicked downstairs when it is
us
that
that those so endowed by God must needs be ex- indignation that is roused in him, whenever he coupled with a belief in purgatory and the Real Prescused for violation of the laws of His Church. It recalls the calumnies against the Church and her ence; or that all the fat positions under the Crown
from the big salaries, the eider-downs,the velvet-pile carpets,
is no matter for congratulation that they deem clergy which for so long a time he heard
will be an and the easy, lazy, days?are to be chalk-marked 'Reministers.
It
lips
There
can
the
of
Protestant
example.
it proper to set such bad
Protestants,' and the camp-kettles, the bed
day for many of those men, so few of whom served for
the scanty fare, the hard knocks, the
be no justification for a doctrine of condemna- ill
mother-earth,
not
better,
knowing
on
have any valid excuse for
tion for those in inferior walks of life, and words when a larger number of open-minded and truth- risk of bullet and fever, the wood-hewing and the
be the sole heritage of those
of commendation for those in higher station. The loving men among their followers become con- water-drawing, are to
the
Church
is in- whose crime is the profession of the ancient faith?
to
to
equal
force
opposition
apply
with
vinced that their
rules of the Church
Good masters, pray ye, what century are we in?"
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the present time we have contributed to this
great cause not much more than one-sixth of
that amount, namely 11,200,000. Our own archdiocese has aided most generously in the past
five years, but we can not do too much for the
propagation of the faith, and we should not be
content with our present standing, however high
it may seem.
this
Going teach all nations
command of Christ still falls upon His Church,
and we, as its members, are bound to fulfil it to
the best of our ability, our opportunity, and our

Tin: order issued by General Shatter after the
battle of Santiago, congratulating his troops on
the campaign, has recently found its way into
print. Tts statement of facts, seen from this distance of time, i> rather lop-sided; hut it is at
least, such an imaginative piece of notion, that it
would make a line basis for an historical novel.
Fancy a man, with Valley Forge and the memory of the Civil War before him, declaring, as
Shafter did in this precious order, that the battle
Striking Points.
of Santiago was won after the " endurance of Some
particularly these statements in the letter
Note
hardships hitherto unknown in the American
from
priest in the Philippines, which
a
Catholic
army." And fancy him, further, taking for himon
print
we
page
'.I:
self and his soldiers all the credit of an achieve"I'nless heroic measures are taken, in less than
ment which would have ended disastrously were
Aye years half of the people of these Islands will
it not for the co-operation of the navy !

"

"

?

Tiik Rev. Db. Ciiaklks L. Thompson', the
secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Home
Missions, writes

:

?

"A threefold problem is being wrought out in
Porto Rico. One is the question of self-government.
Another is the provision of a good education for
all of the children. The other great problem is

the religious one. There is no such thing in Porto
Rico today as a Christian atmosphere. We are so
familiar with this fact for ourselves that we
scarcely stop to think about it, and it requires a
a second thought to take ii. both its meaning
and its worth. Porto Rico is a country which has
no Sabbath, no Bible, no preaching of the Gospel,
a very limited and imperfect educational system ;
a country where the truth is not expected to be
told in ordinary conversation?much less in business; where the family is to a great degree demoralized. The ordinary restraints with which we are
familiar, and the ordinary helps to an honest,
truthful and moral life, are all conspicuous by
their absence"

How very interesting! let it is Americans?
yea, even American army officers?who are mixed
up in the notorious Porto Rican smuggling cases.
A very excellent example they give, indeed, of
the kind of people who are reared in the Christian atmosphere of the United States! The
effrontery which men like this Rev. Mr. Thompson display, in talking about the short-comings
of Porto Ricans, while the most glaring crimes
of dishonesty and fraud are being committed in
that island by Americans, is really remarkable.
Mb. Henky John Pyk, who died not long
since in England, aged seventy-five,was a grandson of Henry James Pye, once poet laureate,
and married a daughter of the well known
Bishop Wilberforce of Winchester. After being
for many years rector of Clifton Campville, he
resigned his living in 1871, and with his wife
was received into the Catholic Church. Another convert, who died in England last January,
was Mother M. Paul (Taylor) of the congregation of the .Most Holy Cross and Passion. She
was born in 1822; came into the Church about
1840; and received the habit in company with
the foundress of her order, Mother Mary Joseph
l'rout, in November, 1862. Her death took
place on the anniversary of the death of the
tout)

dress.

An Important Anniversary.
The Society for the Propagation of the Faith
will observe its eighty-first anniversary next Sunday, May 3, when a plenary indulgence can be
gained by its members. We, of the United
States, have special reason to rejoice in this
commemoration. A cry of distress from New
Orleans to Lyons, France, inspired the organization of this noble work, and a large proportion
of its first offerings was devoted to the needs of
our struggling Church. Out of the sixty-six
millions of dollars (and more) collected since
then and disbursed throughout il"' world, we
have received nearly six millions, while up to

.

?

..

be lost to the Church.''
"The great number of people want their priests
back, but when they send a petition to the Church
authorities here to that effect, the Federal Party,
which is not only anti-friar but anti-Catholic, can
send a counter-petition to the civil authorities,
and the civil authorities then claim that the return
of the friars would endanger the public peace.
"Shall some defender of the Government's policy
> \y that they (the friars) would be mobbed by the
anti-friar element? I might retort that the American authorities here, if they were so disposed, could
easily prevent all that."
The priest who writes the above is not a
mythical person arriving at the above conclusions

..
.

from reports in Catholic papers of this country.
He is a man right on the scene of the occurrences
he writes about. As to the worth of the friars,
against whom so much has been said and intimated, here is his testimony
"Some of them I know personally, and while
you may have as good priests in the United States,
you have no better."

:

?

was made by Father O'Mahoney, the Augustinian, who last year was appointed to Manila from
Andover, Mass., where he had charge of St. Augustine's Church. The key-note of Father < >"Mahoney's speech was struck when, at the beginning, he said :?
"111 may be allowed the liberty that we are accustomed to in America, and that we have always
fought for in Ireland, and that we are going to
have here as long as the American flag floats over
us, at least I shallspeak plainly tonight."

That Father O'Mahoney did speak plainly may
be seen from the following extract, wherein he
refers to the government's unjust policy in preventing the friars in Manila from returning t<>
their parishes, even though the people of those
parishes ask for their return :?
I tell you, my friends, that you could not get
a body of Irish priests or American priests to be-

"

come prisoners in this city for the last four years,
without a struggle. I know there are those who
tell me that I had better not talk in this plain
manner. Then Ido not want to talk at all. If I
have no liberty to express myself as a priest and
an American citizen, then there is no liberty here.

If it is treason for me to say a kind word in favor
of the persecuted, and if it is treason for me to say
that the Catholic Church must have the same liberty here that she has in the United States, then 1
am a traitor. I take the consequences.
" I take no orders as a priest from any oue except the Pope at Rome and his representatives. If
my superiors wish to silence me, then I shall be
silent and wait for better days. As an American
I appeal to the Catholics of America
aye.
I appeal to the Protestants of America to come
to our assistance so that, in the name of American
liberty, in the name of American fair play, in the
name of the American Declaration of Independence, the Catholic Church in these islands may be
free to work for the eternal salvation of her children in the Philippines. We all in these islands want
?

liberty?(iod-given liberty!''

Letter From a Priest In Manila.

INFLUENCE OF THE EXAMPLE OF THE
Optimistic reports occasionally find their way
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY.
into print to the effect that the "friar question
The Reverend Matthew Russell, S. J., in that
in the Philippines is settling itself," and not a
beautiful little book of his, "Moments before the
few of our esteemed contemporaries of the Catholic press seem to have arrived at the conclusion Tabernacle," says:?
" What is told of God's saints is not true of
that everything is all right in the Philippine

archipelago.

We confess to feeling sanguine
about the progress of things in general, but we
must say that the friar question (which is really
the Catholic question) in the Philippines is one
of those affairs in which we think Catholic
Americans should take a livelier interest than
they do, unless they are prepared to see disastrous
results. Our attitude on this question from the
first has been consistent. We have not been willing to leave everything to luck, nor have we been
willing to trust implicitly to the ignorance or
malice of non-Catholic officials. Confidence in
the good faith of the administration has not
blinded us to the misguided /.eal of under-strapHence we
pers in the Philippine Islands.
opposed the " Friars must go " outcry, and
defended the orders against the obviously bigoted
attacks of anti-Catholic Katipunans and American Protestant missionaries. Catholics, with a
childlike faith in the sweetness and light of politicians and officials, may have been somewhat
annoyed at our course, but to these and all others
who believe that the friar question is not a vital
one, we commend a perusal of the letter on page

9 from a Catholic priest in Manila.
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY SADLY NEEDED IN THE

PHILIPPINES.
N\ c learn from the Evening Cable News published at Manila, P. 1., that the celebration of St.
Patrick's Day in that city, under the auspices of
the Catholic Society of the Philippines, was a
The hall was
success in every particular.
crowded, and the military and civil officials were
well represented. The address of the evening

canonized saints alone; there are even mortal creatures like ourselves whose presence is a sort of vicarious presence of God?whose voice,whoselook,
whose smile, whose very neighborhood, nay, the
mere thought of them, the remembrancethat such
beings exist, tends to purify, retine and elevate the
soul, and to make what is vile and ignoble impossible even in secret thought."

Every good, practical Christian, who is trying

live a good Christian life, and who strives to
keep alive a spirit of piety in his heart by reading and meditating on the lives of the saints and
of other truly devout persons, must have experienced, at least in some degree, the truth of what
Father Russell says. Who can read the lives of
such saints as St. Aloysius Oon/.aga, St. Francis
of Sales, St. Agues, St. Catherine of Siena, without having his heart stirred with profound emotion, and without feeling stimulated to imitate
their example ? They not only instruct us in
tellectually, but they edify us spiritually. Their
very image impresses itself on our minds and
hearts, and we are conscious of its elevating,
transforming power.
Now, if such be the influence of ordinary
saints, what must be the transforming, elevating power of the example of the Immaculate Virgin Mary, the holy Mother of God ''.
It is impossible to form too elevated an idea
of the surpassing perfections of this most
perfect of human beings.
She was to l« j
the medium oi communicating the Divinity
to humanity. Her Son was to be divine, the
true and only Son of God, Who was to make
atonement Eor the sins oi the whole world. Of
course it was necessary that no taint of orginal sin
to
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should be communicated to Him ; consequently
His mother must be free from that taint and be
transcendently pure and perfect, adorned with
all the virtues and graces possible to immaculate
human nature.
This is the doctrine of the Catholic Church.
This is the light in which the Blessed Virgin has
always been presented to the faithful. Hence
she is called by pre-eminence the Mother of
Purity and Perfection, and a beautiful example
of all virtues. It is this which has constituted
her powerful attraction to saints anddevout souls
the world over, who arc striving for perfection
and a higher life.
The inspiration of Protestant poets has given
them at least an inkling of the majesty and charm
which encircles this beautiful creature, and the
attractive loveliness which draws all hearts with
gentle, but resistless, force to her.
In every age of the Church, cherishing the
image of this Immaculate Virgin in their hearts,
and loving her with intense devotion, Catholics
have been stimulated to aspire to something
higher,purerandbetter, in aspiration and practice
than the low and vulgar standard of human conduct that prevailed before the Incarnation came
to bless the world. As devotion to the Blessed
Virgin was universal, so its elevating, refining
influence, especially on female character, was
felt in every branch of society. We feel that
no greater blessing could happen to the world
than the univeral spread of intelligent and fervent
devotion to the holy Mother of God.

"MERGING IN THE CHURCH."
Our esteemed contemporary, the Christian
Register, in its issue of April 16, has a characteristic article under the above heading. Having
called attention to the significant tendency of
and the
the times to get together and cooperate,"
is
in the
unity
Church
fact that "the idea of
decline
and
on
the
air"; that Protestantism is

"

attach importance
ceases
there remains
therefore
to

to

the creeds, and

no reason why the
that
reunite on the
not
Protestant churches should

"

REVIEW.

man standards has been quite as significant as that
which has gone on in Calvinisticquarters."

Now, we must confess,we are surprised that so
intelligent a writer as the editor of the Christian
Register should have made such an unqualified
assertion as this, especially as the general complaint of Protestants is that the Catholic Church
never changes.
That is true, her standards
never change. She claims to be infallible in her
teaching, and, of course, there is no departing
from her decisions without total wreckage. We
should like to know to what modification of her
standards our friend alludes, which gives encouragement to the expectation that she will
finally join in the evolution of this proposed
unity which is to form the church of the future.
Docs he really believe that the Catholic Church
is going to unchurch herself, and become one of
the numerous sects which are contending, and Aye
fear will continue to contend, for supremacy so
long as men have any religious belief at all?
Strange that intelligent, thoughtful men should
continue to amuse themselves with the baseless,
delusive dream of a church of the future.

The problem is a very simple one. If you
have a church you must have some common principles of beliefas a basis of unity and fellowship.
On Protestantprinciples the experiences of more
than three hundred years prove conclusively that
it is impossible for men to agree on any one
point. They may, indeed, all profess to believe in God, but the moment the question is
asked, Who or what is God ? they are all at sea.
In fact the only thing in which they all agree is
the negative assertion of protest against the
Catholic Church. Why will they not learn, from
reason and experience, the tolly of butting their
stubborn heads against the impregnable walls of
the Catholic Church? Why will theycontinue to indulge the baseless dream of a church of the future when they have a Church, here and now,
ready to their hand, which nineteen hundred
years of universal, practical experience have
proved conclusively, without the possibility of
reasonable doubt, to be thoroughly competent to
satisfy the rational needs and spiritual aspirations of every human soul that will avail itself of
her kind and loving offices ?

basis of work and worship," the writer proceeds
saying :?
to quote one of the Catholic papers as
"Unless Protestantism throws overboard its
CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
right of private intercardinal principle as to the
pretation of the Bible, it is difficult to understand
how the various sects are to be drawn together in
any union that will be other than nugatory and
fantastic. Apart from the fact that they all style
themselves Christians, though not all admitting
distinctive doctrines
the divinity of Christ, their
with another. The
one
incompatible
clearly
are

possible
only real union of Christendom logically
Trotestant
sects
the
multifarious
when
will occur
humbly submit, as sooner or later they will, to the
one true Church which Christ founded, and which
His legitimate vicar has uninterruptedly ruled
through more than nineteen hundred years."

On this extract the writer remarks:?

no intention of discuss-

We have, of course,
"
Church, but we
ing the legitimacy of the Catholic

question the logical nature of the conclusion drawn
by this Catholic brother. Already, if we mistake
being connot, there are signs that, instead of
all
going to
Catholicism,
we
are
Koman
verted to
to
the
church
ahead
much
farther
very
carried
be
to the church
of the future rather than backward
of the past, even though it has eighteen hundred
years to its credit. In this evolution of organic

unity, we are almost certain that the Catholic
Church will be found as well as the Protestant

sects."
We very respectfully suggest to our brother"
of the Christian Register, that that is a very
bold assertion for him to make, and we are not
surprised to note that be expresses the opinion
anxious to
with qualification. We are naturally
offer
for
his
opinion.
to
he
has
reason
know what

"

He says:?

the Ko"The modification whichhas gone on in

BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

CCXL.
On p. 209 Lansing rests upon that unspeakable
blackguard, the Irishman Edgar. Edgar, however, was a thoroughly educated man. It is true,
the pruriency which defiles his workfrom beginning to end, growing more and more sickening
as he goes on, makes it absolutely astounding
that he should have dared to dedicate it to the
Protestant Primate of all Ireland, the Anglican
Archbishop of Armagh. In point of knowledge,
however, he was entitled to dedicate it to an}'body whatever.
Wicked as Lansing's attitude and temper are
towards the Romas Catholic Church, his guilt is
incomparably less than that of Edgar. Edgar, so
far as concerns his subject, knows everything.
Lansing knows nothing. He gives no evidence
anywhere of having ever read ten pages of Milman, or Creighton, or Neander, or Bryce, or
Fisher, or any high Protestant authority. He
repeats Edgar's infamies with little more intelligence than a parrot, and let us hope with not
much more subjective guilt. I am glad to say
that he has not besmirched himself with any of

Edgar's unutterable indecencies.
Of course, the Popes whomhe calumniates are
notrealitiesto him, as they are not realities to Protestantsgenerally. Theyare nothing but names and
shadows. Protestants generally know the Popes,
from an early date, only as a practically uninterrupted series of evil men. If Lansing does not
follow a leading Lutheran divine of the sixteenth

6
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century in giving us a succession of twenty-two

Popes who were all magicians, and a number of
whom were carried off bodily by the devil, it is
only because our age discredits witchcraft, substituting hypnotism. When great Protestant
historians and encyclopedists portray the eminent
excellence and piety of one medieval Pope and
another, all this matters nothing to Lansing, as
it is very doubtful whether he has ever heard one
of their names. If he has, it is only to apprehend
them vaguely, after the instructions of Calvin
and Knox, as so many incarnations of Antichrist.
I will warrant, for instance, that the name of
Gregory V., the noble-minded German Bruno,
is as unfamiliar to him as if it had been taken
out of a catalogue of the Incas of Peru.
Mr. Fronde somewhere heartily scolds Protestants for not having kept up better the handsome
old fashion of always styling the Pope Antichrist, and the Man of Sin, and the patron of
the Scarlet Woman. However, he might have
taken comfort in the Lansings and Christians
and Townsends, and in some of the recent lights
of English Nonconformity. It is true that perhaps the latter just now, in view of the Education Act, are rather disposed to find Antichrist at
Lambeth than at Rome. The Plymouth Brethren,
again, find Antichrist or Babylon wherever there
is a Presbyterian, or Baptist, or Congregational
church. I wonder if we could not some time
hold a convention and agree to stop this diabolical merry-go-round for good and all ?
Thirty-fiveor forty years ago Dr. Henry Boynton Smith was, after Charles Hodge, the chief
Protestant divine of America, and more learned
even than Hodge. He had also been Moderator

of the General Assembly, the highest honor
which a Presbyterian clergyman can receive. In
one of his eloquent passages (I do not now remember the precise tenor) he appeals against
some depravation of Christian doctrine to the experience of all believers, to the testimony of all
great divines, to the voice of holy bishops and
Popes. If now a man like Lansing had listened
to this great leader of his own denomination, we
can imagine how he would have stared stupidly
at him, not knowing what it all meant. And
afterwards he would have gone on just as before.
Vet this man no doubt means, in a vague and
dull way, to be a Christian. Surely there must,
be a purgatory for stupidity as well as for wickedness. Stupidity, when it is not mere natural
fatuity, is, indeed, a sort of wickedness.
Lansing, on p. 209, after having virtually represented pretty much all the medieval Popes as
children of the devil, goes on, in Edgar's words,
to say :" Gregory the Great seems to have led
the way in this career of villainy. This wellknown Pontiff has been characterized as worse
than his predecessors, and better than his successors; or, in other terms, as the last good and
the first bad Pope."
Here, we see, it is not pretty much all the
Popes from Gregory, down whom he represents
as evil, but absolutely all. According to him then
Leo XIII. is an evil man just as truly, if not as
flagrantly, as John XII. The whole Christian
world would hear such an accusation with horror, but what difference would that make, to such
a man as Lansing? He is one of those declainiers, of whom there are too many, who establish
their own reputation for goodness chiefly upon
the number of other men, Popes, or Presidents,
or Pennsylvanian miners, whom they can brand
as criminals.
I will, though, say this for him, that for once,
morally, bis unbounded ignorance has stood him
in good stead. He seems, at least, so far as he
ever thinks of a date at all, to imagine that
Gregory the Great was reigning about 90b, instead of his actual date of about 600. Thus, out
of pure unintelligence, which for this once has
wrought the effect of charity, he has abridged by

7
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three hundred years the unimpeded reign of
Satan over the Christian Church. Let us thank
him for this even though he meant it not.
Gregory the Great bringing in a career of
papal villainy ! What manner of man was this
Gregory the Great? Let us take him as he is
described by the somewhatcold-blooded Milman,
whose natural instincts revolt so strongly from
everything sacerdotal and hierarchical that, if he
had not been an honest man, he might easily
have, turned out another Fronde.
Milman. then, portrays Gregory, who was of
an ancientand wealthy patrician family of Pome,
as having, from the time when, in early manhood,
he abandoned civil life and became a Benedictine monk, been marked by an abstemiousness
from which he was afterwards obliged, by sheer
necessity, to recede somewhat; by a purity of
life beyond reprehension ; and by a disinterestedness so absolute that he could not endure the
thought that he himself or one of his brethren
should be supposed to lay up the smallest sum
for himself.
Even when, as Pope, he was compelled to hold
the title of the vast domains of the Boman

Church, throughout Italy, in Sicily and Sardinia,

no doubt in Gaul, and
Spain, his great thought was, how he might
best secure the peasants of these enormous estates
from all possibility of extortionate exactions.
These vast revenues he applied to everybody's
necessities except his own. Be hardly made provision even for necessary state. He once half-humorously complains to his steward, who had sent
him some horses and some asses : " I really have
nothing to ride. I can't use the asses, because
they are asses. I can't use the horses, because
they are such sorry nags." With all hisboundless
benevolences, he long bore bitter remorse, expressed in sharp penance, because once, in a busy

in Africa, in

Egypt, and

He, like his medieval successors, was an energetic defender of the rights of the Jews.
While Gregory maintained unflinchingly the
prerogatives of the Apostolic See, he showed a
large carelessness over questions of ritual uniformity. Says he to St. Augustine of Canterbury
Don't be too precise about following Boman
use. Whatever you find good in any of the Gallic churches, incorporate it in your new ritual, if
you think wise." So also he freely left all the
Italian sees the choice of their own bishops, although he promptly deposed any bishop found

"

:

unworthy.
Of course so large a character was not without
large faults. Courtly servility of speech to

kings and emperors then meant little more
than ?' Your obedient servant" now. Vet even
his profound admirer Count Montalembert
will not defend him from the charge of having, out of policy, carried obsequiousness of
speech towards the infamous Emperor Phocas
and the vet more infamous Queen Brunehild
beyond all excusable bounds. The story of
his destroying the libraries is understood to be a
fable. Yet undoubtedly he used language about
the classics which has given a handle to obscurantism, although classical study in his time meant
little more than the dregs of Latin rhetoric.
As Abbot he once or twice carried the rigor of
monastic discipline to the extent, not of physical,
but of moral cruelty. Be was also, really against
Catholic principles, harshly compulsory against
the remaining heathens of Sardinia.
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Sunday.

Third Sunday after Easter. Epistle, I Peter
ii. 11-18 ; gospel, St. John xvi. 16-22. How full
of consolation, of hope, and of help, is the gospel
for today. It is only too natural for us fallen
men to look on the dark side of things, to feel as
if there were no way out of our troubles, to find
this life very long and hard and inexplicably
dreary. Now our divine Lord, just before His
bitter Passion, delivered to His disciples, who
wore about to go through the bitterest trial of
their lives, a wonderful discourse, which has
come down to us, His later disciples, through
all the Christian centuries, to give us also help.
" A little while," He said to them," and now you
shall not see Me; and again a little while, and
you shall see Me: because I go to the Father."
They questioned this statement wonderingly

The lite of the Blessed Virgin is represented
to us as very simple and ordinary in its outward
aspects. Jesus and Joseph live by the work of
their hands with her. See the daily bread of the
Holy Family. What appears to sight in their
lives is like that which happens to the rest of
mankind; but faith discovers therein nothing
less than God, performing very great things.

among themselves. " What is this that Be saith
to us ?" they said. A little while, and you shall
not see Me; and again a little while, and you
shall sec Me, and, because I go to the Father?
What is this that He saith, A little while? we
know not what He speakcth." How like ourselves ! Here we sit, brooding over our troubles
questioning why Almighty God does this, and
why He does not do that; bothering our brains
over our neighbor's lot that we imagine to be so
much better than our own ; and, all the time, we
are simply and foolishly wasting instead of making the most of our "little while." But our
Blessed Lord is very indulgent to His children.
lie knew, the gospel says, that the disciples had
a mind to ask Him, and thus He made reply :
Amen, amen I say to you, that you shall lament
and weep, but the world shall rejoice and you
shall be made sorrowful, but your sorrow shall
be turned into joy." Let us reflect for a moment
We know that our Haptism made us Christians,
and that a Christian is a follower of Christ, not
a follower of the world. Our faith tells us that
Christ's soldiers must walk on the road of His
cross here, if they would reign with Him afterwards. We must pass through trouble and toil
and pain, for a little while ; but then, forever it
will be true that our sorrow shall be turned into
joy. We shall sec our Lord face to face forever,
in a very little while. What kind of joy will
then be ours ? We know what worldly joys are.
never perfect, ever fleeting. A true Christian's
joys, even on earth, are such that he has no real
cause to envy the worldling's mirth. Hut, no
matter how intense our trials arc here, the joy
will be everlasting by and by ; and the words of
our loving Master at the close of today's gospel
we can make our own : You now indeed have
sorrow ; but I will see you again, and your heart
shall rejoice; and your joy no man shall take
from you." Yes, it will be an eternal joy that no
man shall take away. Let us rest constantly
upon this heavenly hope. No matter what our
troubles, we shall always be able to bear them in
Christ's strength, if we teach our sinking hearts,
our stubborn lips, to say, with soldierly valor
" A little while ! A little while!" Ami when it
is all over, and we look back from the rest of
heaven to the toil of earth, how we shall wonder
at ourselves that we ever thought the life that
won us such a heavenly reward at last was anything else but a very little while !

"
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Monday, Hay 4.

When we have said these few things, we have Wednesday, Hay 0.
summed up virtually the whole of Gregory's
St. John before the Latin (Tate.
Thursday, flay 7.
noticeable faults.
St. Stanislaus, Bishop, Martyr.
Yet his relations to the following Church, as
Friday,
important,
Hay 8.
Milman,
are so profoundly
set forth by
St. Michael Archangel.
paper.
Appuitidnof
that we must reserve them to another
Stakbuck.
Ciiaui.ks C.
Andover, Mass.

'Mid Nazareth's sequestered mountains,
How lovely was the household of the Three;
And by the desert's crystal fountains
What wonders did the angels see!
rionday.

In all the crosses that come to us, if we have
absolute confidence in God, none of them will be
able to make us lose our peace of heart.
All bitterness is from ourselves,
All sweetness is from Thee.
Sweet God! forevermore be Thou
Fountain and tiro in me!
Tuesday.

Do you wish to do good to the soul of your
brother? Begin by making him happy. The
heart once gained, all will be gained. In making
others happy, we shall make sure of our own
happiness.

! whose thoughts are brightest light,
Whose love runs always clear,
To Whose kind wisdom sinning souls
Amidst their sins are dear!
O God

Sweeten my bitter-thoughted heart
With charity like Thine,
Till self shall be the only spot
On earth which does not shine.

Wednesday.

Hear with your brother's faults without ever
showing impatience. Forget the little troubles
that others may cause you ; keep up no resentment; excuse mistakes and awkward blunders:
be indulgent,?yes, be indulgent.
He, Whom no praise can reach, is aye
Man's least attempts approving;
Whom justice makes all-merciful,
Omniscience makes all-loving.

Thursday.

Be at peace with all your brethren ; let your
love for them suffer no alteration ; maintain an
inexhaustible fund of goodness, patience and
gentleness. Let us have a large, generous heart,
full of goodness and thoughtfulness for others.
Yet habits linger in the soul.
More grace, o Lord, more grace!
More sweetness from Thy loving heart;
More sunshine from Thy face.
Friday.

Because in the work of our perfection it is
never one's self who is the first and best workman, but truly God, our only Saviour and our
great Sanetilier,?to all our actions, to all our
efforts, to all the labors of humility, join patience
to suffer the humiliations that come from without, and which God may send you ; for it is
written that patience hath a perfect work.
Hard heartedness dwells not with souls
Round whom Thine arms are drawn;
And dark thoughts fade away in grace.
Like cloud-spots in the dawn.

Saturday.

Let us love much the Blessed Virgin. That
love distils balm, it radiates happiness, it brings
peace. God grant that our love may always go
on increasing towards our good Mother, who
loves us all in Jesus Christ her Son.
Oh, Sion's songs are sweet to sing,
With melodies of gladness laden.
Hark! how the harps of angels ring:
Hail, Son of Man ! Hail, Mother-Maiden !
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to their souls' needs and care for

spiritual concerns. If one object of a Church is to bring men
to the obedience of the Faith, why has the Church
ITEMS OF CATHOLIC INTEREST IN THE MAGAZINES
of England been so eminently unsuccessful ?
Lord Halifax.
The result has been
the practical establishIn the April Nineteenth Century and After, ment of a respectable form of Christianity with
Lord Halifax, the noted English leader in the ex- very little power to attract, very helpless in
treme High-church movement among Anglicans, those cases where help is most
needed, claiming
writes on
The Crisis in the Church." That little authority, insisting upon no practice as of
evil deed which, in the sixteenth century, caused obligation, making no appeal to the imagination,
a wretched revolt in England from the Church
owning little connection with the past, and genCatholic, and set up in her stead an heretical erally ignoring those counsels of perfection and
State church, without either holy orders, the
those heroic virtues which really attract souls
sacrifice of the Mass, or the Peal Sacramental and
the connection
convert the world. Why
Presence of Jesus Christ, is bearing today its of ideas is obvious?have the Roman Catholic
bitter fruit; and the marvel is how men like Lord body in England been able
to build a Cathedral
Halifax can in conscienceremain where they are. which rivals some of the
greatest works of the
His admissions are very notable ones. He says ages of faith, while Liverpool Cathedral is still a
that the Oxford Movement placed before the dream ?"
eyes of the clergy the vision of a Church which
The Eve of Great Changes.
corresponded to all their wants, supplied
Halifax
Lord
says in semi-prophetic vein :
all their needs, provided them with just the
The
twentieth
will not be as the ninecentury
weapons they required for the winning of
teenth.
We
are
on
the
eve of great changes.
souls"; and that "it also revealed to them
,
one la
It
is
in
more
senses
than
fin d un Steele.
as they looked around not only how little
of unrest and expectation
the actual condition of the Church in which they There is a movement
The
on
all
foundations
are being shaken
sides.
ministered corresponded with the vision which
the
state
of
Biblical
criticism both
;
everywhere
imagination
but how little
had so fired their
is alone sufficient to prove
at
home
and
abroad
plainest
requirethat Church carried out the
this. There is a movement towards reunion at
ments of her formularies, how completely she
bear
professed one thing and did another." Now we home and abroad which must in the end Let
help?
does he turn for
know very well, and the world knows, that, be- fruit" Yet where
more
closely what he says about
us
examine
still
fore many years went by, many of the men most
bishops,
his
"Catholic
Prelates " as he still tries
distinguished in the Oxford Movementdiscovered
authorities of
says:"The
to
think
them.
He
that this '-vision of a Church which corresponded to all their wants and supplied all their the Church of England make a boast of Engneeds was indeed but the baseless fabric of a land's independence from the rest of Christendream, so far as the Anglican church was con- dom. They erect her isolation, and the state of
cerned ; and so they went bravely onward, leav- practical separation from the rest of Christendom
ing position, friends, and their means of liveli- in which, largely by the fault of others, she finds
something to be alherself, into a principle
hood behind them, into the fold of the only true most
instead
of
one to be deeply deof,
proud
Church of God. F>ut there are others who are
refuse to recognize that they owe
still feeding themselves on a delusive hope. Let plored. They
of
duty
obedience to the rest of the Church.
any
us see, then, what Lord Halifax says of the presof the whole Church is nothing to
authority
The
ent state of affairs among them, when the Oxford
securus
judical orbis terrarum'' seems
them;
Movement is more than half a century old.
meaning in the ears of
he
a
without
phrase
to
A Church of Compromises.
The
English Episcopate
our rulers.
Since the sixteenth century," writes Lord seems to have lost all sense of the duty it owes
Halifax at the beginning of the twentieth cen- to the Primate of Christendom and the rest of
Protestantism has effected a dc facto the Catholic Episcopate East and West.
tury,
lodgment within the borders of the Church ; an What the other Bishops of Christendom believe
anomaly in itself hardly tolerable, which hampers and teach might for all practical purposes, so
the Church in her office of proclaiming the truth far as they are concerned, be non-existent ; and
at every turn, and which makes any really convet they have no misgivings about insisting on
Bishops
the
of
her
as
Cathaction
on
part
sistent
the duty of obedience to themselves on grounds
to
be
at
the
present
which
in their own case they totally disre(!)
olic Prelates
It
remains
true
impossible.
almost
gard."
moment
that within the Church of England there are
Lack of Authority.
practically something very like two religions."
What, then, in Lord Halifax's mind is the
He speaks of the "compromises of the sixteenth
outcome
of all this conglomeration and labyrinth
century?the failure of which to retain the peoof
ecclesiastical
affairs in Anglicanism, wherein
ple of this country in the faith of their fathers is
believe that these bishops, with
he
tries
to
still
only too obvious, as witnessed by the spiritual
whom he finds such fault, are Catholic prelstate of the population and the developments of
ates" ? The Primate of Christendom has,
dissent "; and says that if these are to be enforced
however, declared that they are not Catholic
for all time, and appealed to as decisive, then,
he has denied the validity of Angliprelates;
in view of the past, anything would be better
can
And Lord Halifax himself says to
orders.
than to have such a yoke riveted on our necks."
You can not totally disregard the
his bishops
Weighed aud Found Wanting.
authority of the rest of the Church, and at the
His words are scathing indictments of the same time claim for a part the authority you
great Anglican failure. "Consider," he says, deny to the whole. The authority of the part
?' what the attitude of Englishmen generally, and
must obviously be exercised in subordination to
of the great mass of the population amongst the that of the whole from which it is derived. Is
English-speaking races, is towards the Catholic it wonderful, when all this is ignored,
faith, and what a lesson that attitude teaches. that English bishops find it difficult, often imWhat on the Anglican theory is the purest por- possible, and rightly impossible, to vindicate
tion of Christendom, with every advantage of their own authority in the eyes of their own
wealth, position, and privilege, has proved abso- clergy and laity, and still more impossible to do so
lutely incapable of retaining within its fold, not in the eyes of a critical and unbelieving world ?
I am talking
Half of the community
only the great masses of its population, but a very
what
il
neither
believes
(I
nothing
of the of the religious part of
say
large proportion of those
slightest
the
atpays
irreligious and the careless) who are really alive is in the Prayer Book, nor

...

.

...

tention to its directions.
If the present
troubles should compel us to
realize
our duties in respect to the great principles of
Church authority and Catholic obedience, and
teach us to recognize a little more clearly what
the Church is, they will prove, instead of a misfortune, a blessing indeed."
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If?and if?and if! How much longer, then,
are Anglicans to remain where they are, in a
church founded for nearly four centuries on
Henry VIII. and an if? In biting words Lord
Halifax says of his co-religionists: "That we
are saved as members of a Body, and in a Body
?the Body of Christ?is practically forgotten;
that Totus Christus is Christ and His Church is
ignored. We see the fact unmistakeably
evidenced by our whole attitude towards the
Departed and towards the doctrine of the Communion of Saints. We do not believe in the
Communion of Saints because we do not believe
in the Church." Can any one read these words
thoughtfully, and not perceive the need of a
living head and an infallible voice? Lord Halifax
may struggle still to uphold a sinking ship by
the rotten ropes of an unauthoritative and unauthorized belief in Anglican orders and Anglican sacraments. Sooner or latter this earnest
Englishman will come, please God, to say, as
the Ritualistic paper, the Lamp, has said :
Wherein lies the remedy, save to acknowledge
the error our fathers made four hundred years
ago, and by concerted action to take the necessary
measures which will in due time heal our schisms
and make us Catholics indeed by reconciling us
to the Fniversal Father of Christendom, and
reuniting us with the Holy Roman Church, the

"

Mother and Mistress of all Churches, in which
resides the seat of supreme authority, the center
of Qatholic unity, the Chair of the Hlessed
Apostle Peter, to whom our Lord said: 'Thou
art Peter, and on this rock I will build my
Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it.'" Nor must these outsiders wait for
concerted action," but conic humbly home to
the great Shepherd and Bishop of souls, to
the Real Presence and absolution of our Lord,
in humble obedience to His voice whenever and
however it calls.

"

Brittany.

Miss Anna Seaton Schmidt has an appreciative sketch of the quaint old French province
of Brittany, in the April Atlantic Monthly.
As the mailcoach approached Penmarc'h," she
"writes,
" the windows in the old Gothic church
blazed crimson and gold ; even the long, gray
stretches of moorland caught something of the
glory of the sunset. For miles we had been
following the beckoning menhirs that stood like
giant sentinels along the road. Here and there
one had been hewn into a rough cross by the
The women and chilpious peasants.
dren were still working in the fields. Their
white caps and gayly embroidered costumes
adding to the impression of color in the gray
landscape.
' Oh, I hope there is an
inn !' exclaimed the artist. But no such luxury
had as yet invaded Penmarc'h." A proposed
room over a butcher shop was scarcely desirable, but the travelers happily found shelter in a
convent, once the chateau of a rich sea-merchant that had escaped destruction in the terrible siege by Fontenelle, owing to the massive
wall of stone surrounding it.
" As the heavy
gates swung open we seemed transported into
the Middle Ages. A sweet young Sister came
forward and conducted us to the pharmacy,
where the Mother Superior was putting up prescriptions for some waiting peasants. ' But,
we are so poor
nies cheres demoiselles
we
you
simplywould
not lie comfortlive most
able.' Being assured that all we wanted was a

. . .

?-

_

9

shelter and the plainest food, she turned to consult the young Sister.
They might have the
rooms reserved for the visits of the Superior
General, is it not?' So it was settled, we were
to have the guest-room with the tiny diningroom attached, also that occupied by the youthful Sister, who smilingly consented to sleep in
the store-room. Once admitted we were taken
into the hearts of the little community.
A Sister was detailed to prepare whatever dishes we
were pleased to command, and to serve them in
our private dining-room. After the butcher shop
our small apartments, with snowy curtained beds,
seemed like Paradise. From our windows we
could watch the men, women and children
planting the grain, and beyond, the great, white
broakers dashing against the rocky shore."

'

Our Lady of Joy.
We were fascinated," Miss Schmidt says,
by the poetic beauty of this barren coast and
the patriarchal life of the peasants. The Bretons
have clung tenaciously to their ancient customs
and language. The older generation shake their
heads, and predict many evils from the introduction of French into their schools. Few
grown-up Penmarc'hians understand one word
of their national language. Vet the children in
the Sisters' school would compare favorably
with our brightest boys and girls. This old
race, wThose written history dates back six hundred years before Christ, is endowed with rare
mental as well as physical strength.
Their poverty would crush Americans, but they
No place in the
are perfectly content.
world do the people love their church bells as in
Brittany, where they evoke the most sacred
memories of their lives. 'Are they not beautiful, our bells? asked an old peasant, hearing
our exclamations of delight. 'Did you know.
chores demoiselles, that they have a language of

"

"

...

their own?

gain all
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and will be six feet underground. This blessing
of the first stone, though occurring but seldom,
is really the more rubrical.
The ceremony was performed by His Eminence,
Cardinal Gibbons, in presence of the archbishops,
many bishops and other ecclesiastics, and a
great concourse of laymen. The assembly was
then addressed by the Rev. A. P. Doyle, C. S.
P., secretary of the Catholic Missionary Union.
He outlined briefly the object of the prospective
institution, which is the training of missionaries
to non-Catholics; and made it clear that the
movement is not a Paulist one, as many have
thought, but that it is under the direct supervision of the Catholic, Missionary Union, whose
directors are the Archbishops of New York and
Philadelphia; the Very Rev. Edward Dyer,
rector of St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, Md.;
the Rev. M. A. Taylor, pastor of the Church of
the Blessed Sacrament, New Y ork City; and the
Paulist Fathers, Very Rev. George Deshon,
Very Rev. Walter Elliott, and Rev. A. P. Doyle.
After stating that he hoped the building
would be completed by the coming autumn,
Father Doyle introduced the Most Rev. John J.
Keane, D. D., archbishop of Dubuque, wdio had
been asked to deliver the sermon on this occasion.
Archbishop Keane said that the Apostolic
Mission House was the fullest expression of that
for which the Catholic University was founded
namely, the teaching of the truths of our holy
faith to the people of this country. Within its
four walls men arc to be educated and trained
for this special work, by those who are experienced in missionary labor. The speaker was
very optimistic regarding the future work of
this' new institution ; and closed by asking God's
blessing upon it and upon the efforts of all those
who, in years to come, are to go forth from its
r

:

portals.

Tf ever, hundreds of years hence, the first
stone of the Apostolic Mission House should be

unearthed, there will be found among the
articles of interest in the sealed copper box
which was placed in that, stone, the last number

of the Missionary, which is the official organ of

We who live far from the village the Catholic Missionary Union ; the current
our news from the bells at Penmarc'h. copy of the Catholic World, and the latest

The death of a man, a woman, a child, each has
its own tolling. The baptism of an infant, the
joy or disaster that conies to our neighbor, all is
told us by our bells.' At this moment something
in their ringing, inexplicable to us, warned him
that the service was beginning, and he fell upon
his knees. Hundreds, unable to enter the closely
packed church, knelt on the ground before the
"pen doorways, the weather-beaten faces of the

sailors transfigured by their earnest devotion.
This Pardon (at the church of Notre Dame de la
Toie) is their special fete, as they have chosen
Our Lady of Joy for their patroness. In the
Procession which followed the vesper service
the} carried her banner, while young girls bore
her flower-crowned image ; then came the priests
chanting her praises; the altar boys bearing
7

tall silver crosses: the peasants, with lighted
candles; the men who were saved on the
Volont£ de Dieu, barefoot and in spotless white.
Across the fields, far down by the sea, the Procession almost disappeared ; still we heard the
clear voices chanting, Star of the Sea, pray
'
for us. Be our intercessor before the throne of
Christ,"
Written for the Review.
THE APOSTOLIC MISSION HOUSE.

The turning of the first sod of the Apostolic
Mission House on the grounds of the Catholic
University at Washington, D. C, Nov. 13,1902,
was said to be the most significant event of that
year in the history of the Catholic Church in
this country.

Attendant upon the great event,

and of similar vital significance for the present
year, came the ceremony of blessing the first
stone of the Apostolic Mission House, last week
Thursday. April 28. This was, literally, "firststone day," rather than "cornerstone day, tor
the stone which was blessed was the eery first,

issue of the Boston Sacred Hkakt Rkview.
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PERSECUTING THE CHURCH IN THE PHILIPPINES.
Manila, P. 1., March 20, 1903.
Editor Review :
I take the liberty of bringing to your attention the
sad condition of affairs in these Islands, and ask you
to use your influence as a Catholic journalist in behalf of the rights of the Church and the rights of the
great number of our fellow-Catholics here, who are
deprived of their pastors, and who are in great danger of losing the faith. If the faith is to be kept alive
in the people here, it will be necessary for the people
in America to take immediate action. I do not wish
to be pessimistic, but, unless heroic measures are
taken, in less than five years half of the people of these
Islands will be lost to the Church. Vain regrets are
useless. Still it may not be too late to arouse the
American Catholics to the fact, that one of the greatest crimes is being perpetrated in these Islands by the
enemies of our holy faith in denying so many people
the consolation of religion. Let me state the case as
definitely as I can :?
First. There is not more than one priest to every
ten thousand people in these islands at present.
Secondly. Some priests, even in the immediate
vicinity of Manila, have twenty thousand or more
people to attend to.
Thirdly. There are quite a number of parishes
without priests.
Finally, when the poor people want the friars back,
and come here to Manila from distant points of the
Islands, they find to their sorrow and regret that their
requests are denied, and their spiritual wants not attended to. While so many of these poor people were,
and are, deprived of their spiritual guides
without
Mass, without Sacraments, without the consolation of
our holy religion, living or dying?hundreds of priests
were here in Manila, willing to return to their flocks,
willing to brave any danger (if there were any) in
order to feed the little ones of Christ with the bread
of life.
But, you ask, if the friars were willing to return to
their flocks, why were they not sent? Well, let me
recall some of the reasons?though it ought not to be
?

?

necessary. There is an anti-Catholic party here.
The leaders of this party do not want the friars. The
American government, through its representatives
here, is playing into the hands of this party, and, as
you in America know, do not want the friars. The
great number of the people of these Islands want

their priests back, but when they send a petition to
the Church authorities here to that effect, the Federal
Party, which is not only anti-friar but anti-Catholic,
can send in a counter petition to the civil authorities,

"

and the civil authorities then claim that the return
of the friars would endanger the public peace."
Let me give you an illustration. Supposing that in
the time of the Know-Nothing days in America some
inhabitants of New York were without priests, and
the Bishop said, "Well, I have some Irish priests here,
and will send them to you." In the meantime,some
anti-Catholic bigots?joined with some nominal Catholics, if you will ?go to the mayorof the city and say.
"We do not want these priests." Supposing the mayor
was of the same way of thinking, and sent a petition
to the governor of New York, saying, "If these Irish
priests are sent here, we will not be responsible for
the public peace," and the governor in turn says to
the Bishop, "Here is a petition from such a parish.
You see how dangerous it would be to the lives of the
priests to go there, and the public peace would be disturbed." This, of course, could not happen in America ; but it is happening here, and were it not for the
pressure brought to bear on the Catholic authorities
by the American government in these islands, you
would not have a spectacle of good religious priests
huddled together in the convents here in Manila, while
hundreds of thousands of our fellow Catholics are
without pastors. Yes, they have been practically prisoners here in Manila for over four years, but they are
beginning to go. This morning twenty-five priests
left these Islands, never, I fear, to return. Some of
them I know personally; and I tell you that, while you
may have as good priests in the United States, you
have no better. And still, owing to the anti-Catholic
combination, they are going away from the people
they served so long and so well. Who is to take their
place? How long before you can get enough American
priests to come here? How long before you can train
up enough native or foreign priests to taketheir places?
Not for eight or ten years at the least, and by that
time there won't be much demand for priests. A new
generation will have grown up without religious education and without faith, for the effect of purely
secular education on these people, withont any, or at
least without efficient, religious education, will turn
out a generation without religion. In place of lessening the number of priests here, their number should
be increased four-fold in order to keep the people in
the faith. For the people here are more in need of
spiritual instruction and spiritual guides just now,
than any time since they first became Christians, after
the demoralizinginfluence of the past six years of war,
and the unsettled condition of social life.
Do you suppose, if we had the same liberty and protection that you enjoy in the United States, that the
Church authorities would allow these priests to leave?
Would they not rather send them back to their flocks?
Shall some defender of the Government's policy say
that they would be mobbed by the anti-friar element?
I might retort that the American authorities here, if
they were so disposed, could easily prevent all that.
Some of these friars have gone to China. In among a
pagan nation they have not been molested so far. Is it
not humiliating for an American Catholic or Protestant to have to admit that a priest can not have as
much protection under the stars and stripes as he has
in a pagan country? But, some Catholic upholder of
the Government's policy might say, why should we
interfere ? Is it not presumption in us Catholics to
agitate this question? Let me ask them in return if.
at the time a former Pope wasforced, against his will,
to sign the suppression of that noble army of soldiers
in Christ, the Jesuits, it would be disloyal to the
Church to try and expose the anti-Catholic machinations of the secret societies and politicians of that
time, and to unite in upholding the sacred dignity and liberty of our Holy Mother the Church?
But, further, I could answer, that if the Spanish
Friars were ordered tomorrow by our Holy Father to
leave these Islands, they would obey; but they have
not been so ordered, and, until they are, it is the duty
of the American government to afford them the same
protection that any minister or any clergyman of any
nationality has a right to demand under the American
flag, as long as he does not violate any law of the land.
Hoping that my feeble words may help to arouse the
American Catholics, and all fair-minded Americans,
to demand for the Church in the Philippines the
liberty she ought to enjoy by divine right, to work for
the salvation of these children of the Catholic faith
untrammelled by any political influence.
Sincerely yours.
Cathoi ie Pbmst,
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Watertown, Mass., April 23, 1902.
Dear Uncle Jack:
We have formed a Hand of Little Defenders. I send you the names.
Will you pleasesend me a Manual and
ywvwvww^i^wvuwwvvy fifteen membership cards ?
We are going to have our meeting
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
%
[Whoever sends In a new subscrrp- c Saturday, and I will give the boys their
tlon to the Kevikw, or renews an old c

FutMOreWnad omen.

?

£

5
>5
5
5

c cards.
c
I will write again toon, and tell you
c
c] more about our Band.

subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual

tree.

If your parents or friends subscribe
and get the badge for you send In your
as a member, and
s name and be enrolled
the League promise and keep it,? r
>$ sign
that Is, If yon are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for
C any special or reduced rate sub»crir»P
tions,
but only when the full rate (f.i Is
5
paid to this office direct.]
5

>

Your loving nephew,
Joseph

J

£

UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
Defender's Promise.
I wish to become a member of the
League of Little Defenders of the Holy
Name.
I promise not to take the Holy Name
in vain by cursing or swearing or using
bad words.
I promise to use my influence to persuade others to join with me in defend
ing the Holy Name from insult.
I promise to say to myself (not aloud),
whenever I hear any one swear, "God's
Name be Praised."
St. Joseph's Chapter, Cambridge, Mass.
Kdward Joseph Tracy,
Francis Aloysius Tracy,
Thomas Joseph Keenan,

C.

Doyle.

Uncle Jack reminds all his nieces
and nephews that this is our dear
Blessed Mother's month, and you
must all give her seine lovely gifts.
What does she like? Ah, she likes
the roses of loving thoughts and
prayers, the lilies and snowdrops of
pure thoughts and deeds, tin1 violets
of humility, the mignonette of obedience, the cheerful buttercups and
apple-blossoms of kindly deeds. And
don't you think we could all say one
decade of her beautiful rosary every
day V At least, won't we all say one
Hail Mary every day to her, for all
of Uncle Jack's nephews and nieces
together? Don't forget!
m

Holy Child Hand,
Watertown, Mass., April 24, 1903.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Charles Feeney Keenan,
Sister received the beautiful picture
Frank J. D'Arcy,
and
your very kind note this morning.
James Francis Manning,
Mary Ellen is absent today, so Sister
Charles Daley,
asked me to write and thank you for her
Francis Cotter,
and all the other members. Sister says
John Cotter.
kind of you to answer
St. Catherine's Band of St. Patrick's it was very, very
Mary Ellen's letter in so generous a way;
Chapter.
and the beautiful picture will fill a space
Mary Agnes MeGowan,
in our classroom which has been long
Mullaney,
President.
Catherine Marie
waiting for just such a likeness. Again
St. Joseph's Band of St. Patrick's Chapthanking you, we remain,
ter, Watertown.
Your faithful L. I). H. X.
Willie Reilly B. Gates,
Mai;v Dovi.k,
C. Ostridge,
Assistant Secretary.
Willie Murphy,
\u25a0
John Amos York,
April 24, 1908.
Peter Gaudet,
Dear Uncle Jack:
John Harming,
We found it necessary to elect more
Frank Slamin,
officers Vice-president, Daniel Wise;
Charlie Keefe,
assistant secretary, Mary Doyle; assisJohn McCafferty,
tant treasurer, Mary (Jriftin. I have enFrancis Nally,
closed the Promise signed by two new
Lawrence Fahey.
members. The little boy refused to
John Vahey,
sign his name the time we sent ours,
E. O. Halloran,
but now is anxious to become a L. D.
J. Doyle,
H. N. Will you please send two memGeorge Monahan.
bership cards ? I am to send in the
Holy Child Band of St. Patrick's Chap, monthly report of the meetings, and
ter.
you will soon have some stories of the
John Costa,
saints from members of St. Patrick's
Kose lanelli.
Chapter.
Hoping you are well, I remain,
Watertown, Mass., April 24, 1008.
Your loving niece.
Dear Uncle Jack:
M\i;v C. Dovi.k,
joined
have
the
L.
D.
U.
N.
just
I
Assistant Secretary.
Catherine .Mullaney is the president.
'?
is
St.
CatheThe name of our Band
Holy Child Band,
rine's Band of St. Patrick's Chapter."
Mass., April 1">, 1903.
Watertown,
it.
meetings
The
There are nine of us in
will be held in Catherine's house; and, Dear Uncle Jack:
Our last meeting was held April the
after the meetings, we are goingto write
to you. I hope we will do as well as the 2nd, and forty-two members were presother bands of St. Patrick's Chapter. I ent. We opened the meeting with the
am the youngest member. lam in the hymn, "To Jesus' Heart All-burning" ;
Sister Adelaide is my read the Promise from our cards; and
first grade.
teacher. All the children in our room about ten members read poems taken
are Little Defenders, but I am the only from the Rkvif.w, your page, and from
one who lias signed the Promise. The the Working Ho;/, and from Dumb AniWe sang patriotic songs, too.
others are too young yet; but, even if mals.
they didn't sign the Promise, they are And we closed with the hymn, Jesus,
Defenders. They call themselves "Chap- Holy Child."
My aunt is going to take the Kkview.
ter of the Sorrowful Heart." One time
Then
I will have a badge and Manual. I
of
these
Litcursing,
was
and
one
a man
of
tle Defenders heard him, and screamed am in the second grade. The Sisters
out, -Praise to Jesus,'" until he stopped. St. Dominic teach St. Patrick's school.
mother.
Sister said we should not say it out I am nine years, and I help my
John
the
of
St.
stop
picture
man
all
the
We
have
a
that
loud, but it made
picsame. Now our president will write to Baptist in school. We have a lot of
tures of birds in our schoolroom. We
you today and send on the Promise.
have new books that tell about woodGood-bye, dear Uncle Jack.
peckers, flowers and tree-birds. We
Your loving niece,
have pictures of cats, dogs, cows, and a
Mabv Ao.nk- MoGOWAK.
?

?

:

?

?

"

10

picture of Washington and Lincoln, and
Rev. Father Stack. lie was once pastor
of this parish. We got reports every

May 2, 1903.

lives in W atertown, and is in my class,
Y. grade.
I am sending the name of another L.
month in our school.
D. n. N., Annie I'it/.gerald.
I am sure you will be glad to hear
Your niece,
there is another class of fifty eight
Mercie Gavin.
L. D. H. N. in this school.
They hope
*
some day to sign the Promise. I wish
A New Chapter in Cambridge.
you could see them going home from
Cambridge, April 2.3, 1903.
school. They keep the straightest line Dear Uncle Jack:
I ever saw.
On April 16, 1900, the first meeting
Your loving niece,
was held at my house. We voted to call
MABY Y-WOIIAN.
the chapter St. Joseph's Chapter, and
\u25a0
you please send nine membership
will
'?
Praise to Jesus " !
cards? From
St. Patrick's School,
Your loving nephew,
Watertown, Mass., April 16, 1903.
Edward Josecii Tracy.
Dear Uncle Jack ;?
I go to St. Patrick's School. I am in
Watertown, Mass., April 10, 1903.
the second grade. I am saving up for a
Dear Uncle Jack:
badge and Manual. The Sisters of St.
This is my first letter to you. lam
Dominic teach our school. In our schoolyears old. lam a member of St.
ten
read,
room we
write, spell and sing, and
Patrick's Chapter. My mother is dead,
draw, learn pieces, and do number
and I stay with my aunts. I hare a
work, and pray. And I forgot, we learn
brother named Francis; he is seven years
to sew. We have a great many mottoes old. lam
going to prepare for my First
on the board. This is the one I like
Holy Communion. My aunt takes the
best :?
Review, and I like it very much. Igo
" What are the children learning
to St. Patrick's School. I have three
Alike in the East and West ?
aunts; they are very good to me. As I
That a Father's hand is o'er sea and have no more to say at present, I will
land;
close.
That of all things love is best."
Your loving niece,
Wo have a great many pictures, too.
Catiikrine Waldron.
I like the picture of the Sacred Heart
\u25a0
of Jesus best. We have two (lags in our
Watertown,
April 24, 1903.
Mass.,
schoolroom. We say pieces every mornDear
Uncle
Jack:
our
gave
Hag. Sister
ing, and we sing to
We have just formed a Chapter of
us new story books April 1, 1903, We
L. I). H. N. We all have not written
may buy them, too; they are eleven
the Promise yet, only Mary McGowan
cents. We have two statues, one of St. and I. We have chosen the name
"St.
Joseph and one of the Blessed Virgin. 1
Catherine's Band of St. Patrick's Chapam nine years old. We have a crucifix
ter." I hope you will pray for the sucin our schoolroom. We will have our
cess
of this little band. I meant to write
vacation soon. In my next letter I will
long letter today, and beat Mary
a
tell you about some trees in my yard.
McGowan; but if I don't soon send this
Your new Koxbury niece will visit our
out, it will be tomorrow. The
schoolroom tomorrow. We have a pro- short one
will sign the I'romise on Monday.
others
gramme ready for her. We want to
And now, with best wishes, I will
meet her, for we liked her letter. Good
close, trusting that all the little nieces
bye.
and nephews will remember us in their
Your loving niece,
prayers.
Nki.i.ik Kinoiii.a.
Your loving niece,
m
Catherine Mi llaney.
Chapter,
St. Patrick's
Watertown, Mass., April 15, 1903.
Dear Uncle Jack:
A Missing Chapter.
Enclosed find the Promise signed by
Uncle Jack would like to know
three new members of St. Patrick's what has become of the proposed
Chapter.
Chapter, regarding which a letter,
There is another little girl, named
Mary Farrell, who is a member of a received some time in March, is
North Cambridge Chapter, and who given below. He would be pleased
would like to join ours. Must she send to send membership cards, but the
the League Promise, signed, as a new names signed to the I'romise Jirsr
member?
We had a beautiful Easter. During first be sent to lrliu. Please rememHoly Week the services were grand. ber this ! And why do you not all
join the Holy Child Band, and help
Holy Thursday, mamma let me go to Boston with another girl. We visited the raise the number to a good round
church of the Immaculate Conception
hundred ? "In union is strength."
and the Cathedral, also the Children's
Home on Harrison avenue.
Watertown, Mass., March?, 1903.
On Easter Saturday, mamma got a box
Dear
Uncle Jack :
other
flowers
from
l'ineof roses and
I am going to give you the names of
hurst, North Carolina, that grew in the
open air. They were lovely. I may go all those 1 got to join the Chapter: Mary
to Ireland, this summer, with mamma. Halloran, Marie Dc Pass, Alice Ostridge,
I was there seven years ago, when I was Bessie McDougal, Mary McCarthy,
three years old, but I have forgotten all Annie McCarthy, Grace Gallagher, Milabout it. If I go, I shall keep a diary, dred Hyde, Mary Mcßride, Mary Herand I will write a long letter to the bert, Mary McLaughlin, Eddie O'HalSaorkd Heart Review when I come loran, Amos York, Charley Ostridge,
George Dc Pass. lam president, Marie
home.
Dc
Pass is treasurer, Alice Ostridge is
soon
subscription
send
her
Mamma will
for 190:i, so I can get a badge. I hope secretary.
As this is all I have to say about that,
the members of the L. D. H. N. won't
get tired reading this long letter. I like I will tell you what the name of our
Chapter is,?it is St. Joseph's Chapter,
to read the letters in the Review.
because it was in the month of St.
niece,
Your loving
Joseph that we formed our Chapter.
Merceoe Gavin.
And all the members said that they
would bring one cent a week.
April 21, 1908.
Please, Uncle Jack, tell me how to
Dear Uncle Jack:
I got your kind letter and cards yes- sign the Promise, and would you please
send me the membership cards as soon
terday, for which I thank you.
I am sorry I forgot to say in my last as you could ?
letter that the little girl, Mary Farrell,
Your niece,
Mary < i'Halloran.
who wishes to join our Chapter, now
T
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'he day of sficial commemoration of the deceased
OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY.
,
.r.
members of the committee, or the Hand to which he
r.
evangelizing of non-Catholicpeo?, o? the day of one's admittance to the
bel
pl. by the prayers and contr.but.ons of the faithful.
Socil y ~, At the hour o£ deith by invoking at
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus; m. The
vor
Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
i. To recite for the above intention, formed once f ?
°« 'he
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morn- 'he °ame of a member for a deceased member. Onldren
who
are
members of the Society, but have
evening
prayers,
adding
following
ine or
the
invocamade 'heir First Communion, may gain the above
St. Francis Xavier, frayfor us. 2. To give, »°«
Indulgences
by
performing some pious work apmonthly,
missions,
in alms for the
at least five cents
confessor.
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made pointed by the.rIndulgences:
u Partial
Seven years and seven
through the regular organization of the Society.
quarantines every time a member performs, m aid of
r\J>fl
A 1,7T7 a TTn\r
UKttANIZA
HON.
the Society, any work of devotion or charity; 2.
In each community "Bands" are formed, each 300 days every lime a member assists at the Triduum
the 3rd of May and the 3rd of December; 3. 100
band consisting of ten or more persoDS. The Pro- on
moter or Head of a Band collects the offerings of its days every time a member recites Our Father and
members and turns them over to the Parochial or Mail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many Francis Xavier.
All these indulgences, both plenary and partial, are
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further applicable to the souls in Purgatory; and all have
been approved of by His Grace the Most Reverend
the Society.
Archbishop.
A JV7V/4 T <?
EXTRAORDINARY MEMBERS.
j..
a missionaries of< the c\u25a0
Society arc
Letters
from the
1. Those who contribute |6,00 a year, thereby accollected and published every other month in the quiring
the right to receive for their own exclusive
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
use
a copy of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a
he,
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and
or
lessthan $40.00 for the purpose of
?he, is expected to pass it around to the other mem- sum of moneya not
bers in succession, after which it becomes his or her establishing permanentfund, thus becoming mem
on

~

.? :

-

lion:

. . . ..

,

tn perpetuity.
1 hese may enjoy the above spiritual favors and indulgences perpetually, provided
they
SPECIAL FEASTS.
that
observe the other conditions prescribed to
The Society has selected as times of special prayer tic members. every age
Finding
of
Catholics of
and of both sexes are adand thanksgiving:1. The Feast of the
the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary of m.ss.ble to membership, and all are earnestly exjoin the Society. There is certainly alesits foundation, in 1822 ;2. The feast of St. Francis horted tous
in the zeal which actuates Protestant
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Society. On son for
to contribute more than ten million
these two days the Society has a Mass celebrated in denominations
llafs "J"tr for the propagation of their beliefs.
every parish in which the work is regularly organized
faith, and we daily pray Ihy kingWe
have
ttie
true
ODri>friN7
0/
lull HAL r AyTYWC
Outs.
dom come ; yet to the extent of how many dollars
yearly
offered
and
cents
do
up
every
1. Several thousand Masses are
we aid the coming of that kingdom among heathen peoples ? Our missioners, heroic
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the livmen, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
tng and the deceased members of the Society. 2
Summary of the indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means ; from whom must
all the members. 1. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come? In due proportion ?from us ;in
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross. May 3 ; that proportion there rests upon us through the
providence of Almighty God, responsibility for the
1. On the Feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 3. On
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin. Church's more or less complete fulfilment in our
Assumption,
the
time of it* mission to teach all nations. Whatever we
On
the
feast
of
March 25; 4.
Aug. 15; 5. On any day within the octaves of the give for this end is given to God. and will be returned
unto us a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be
F.piphany,
the
feast
of
the
Jan.
6
|
.
above feasts
On
6; 7 On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29 ;X. v. n given unto you ; good measure and pressed down and
together and runningover shall they give into
-ay
snaken
Every...
q.
Apostles;
all feasts of the
(Luke vi.-38.)
two days chosen by the members; 10. Once a year, your bosom."
blanks, tracts, or information about
For
Promoters'
of
all
the
day
general
on the
of the
commemoration
apply
year,
Society,
Once a
the
to the Diocesan Director.
deceased members of the Society;
property
v
r y-

....

.

~

:

..

Branches of the Society are respectfully
fflsf=* Parochial Directors and Secretaries of
requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other Hems
for pubhcalion in the REVIEW'
of interest for the members to the Diocesan Director the;/
will be printed, so that their
If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded
souls may hare Hie benefit ot the prayers of all Ou member*.
NOTICE.

/Wto,

or member, are

The Society's

Dead.
apt to get begging letters in behalf of various
Members are earnestly requested
objects term parties outside the Archdiocese.
Prudence suggests that no notice lie taken oj to remember in their pious prayers
these appeal*, unless they have received the
usual diocesan approlmiion.
the following nanu-d members lately
?

NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
St Cecilia's, BostonPastor, Very Rev. William Byrne,

:

deceased Patrick T. Murphy, Owen
A. Lynch.

Church of the Sacred Heart,
East Cambridge.
It was ;i source of pleasure to
Re-organized November ?_'. 19(82.
visil tliis, thepionoor branch in the
Promoters, 68; members, 630.
$25.50 Archdiocese?on Sunday, April 19?
Offerings, April,
000
and to renew the work which, begun
Our Lady ol Perpetual Help, Roxbury,
nearly five years ago, has been conVery Rev. John J. Frawley,
I).

I).,

Y. G.
Director, Rev. John J. Downey.
Organized December, 1899.

Pastor,
C. SS. R.
Director, Rev. Thomas A. Donnhne,
C. SS. R.

tinued so successfully.
No priest has been more whole-

souled in his co-operation with this
OrganizedNovember. 1899.
143;members, 1,430.
cause than the Reverend
153.50 gnat
Offerings, April,
Pastor of Fast Cambridge, and
000
through the Branch established in
Most Precious Blood, Hyde Park.
his parish and more especially
Pastor, Rev. James J. Chittick.
Director, Rev. F. H. Houston.
through the greater medium of the
Organized October, 1899.
Promoters, 70 ; members, 700.
Review, which he has generously
$95.05 made theofficial organ of the Society,
Offerings, April,
000.
the .Mission cause is largely his grateSt. Joseph's. Amesbury.
ful debtor.
Pastor, Rev. John J. Nilan, P. E.
Organized May, 1900.
Though unvisited by the Diocesan
Promoters, 40; members, ;>"iO.
$25.00 Director since its foundation. Fast
Offerings, April,
Promoters,

Cambridge gave to the support oi
the Missions last year nearly $600.
Pastor, Rev. (ierald Pagan.
This amount, however, indicates
Director, Rev. John J. Oarrity.
Organized January, 1900.
a considerable falling off tromearlier
Promoters, 77; members, 780.
$25.03 returns, and. at the argent invitaOfferings, April,
000
tion of Father O'Brien, the object of
Life Membership,
$50.00 the Society was again
outlined to
000
his parishoners at all the Masses on
St- Mary's, Dedham.
Pastor, Rev. John 11. Fleming.
the first Sunday after Faster.
Director, Rev. James R. Nulty.
hi the afternoon a meeting of the
Organized November, 1001.
Promoters. 64; members, 640.
Promoters, new and old, was called
Offerings, February-March, $44.40
immediately after Vespers, and the
For North American Indian
and Negro Missions,
1.00 organisation of the branch into a
$45.40 special society was effected.
000

Church of the Assumption, East Boston.

t

What Shall We

This society will meet on the
second Wednesday evening of every
month, under the spiritual directorship of Father Coffey, who has alThis question arises in the family
ready served the Society so well. every day. Let us answer it to-day. Try

Have for Dessert?

ARCHDIOCESE of boston.
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The exercises will include Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament,
which His (.race, the Archbishop,
allows to be given under the usual a delicious and healthful dessert. Prein two mirmtes. No boiling! no
conditions at meetings of the Society pared
baking! add boiling water and set to
branches.
cool. Flavors: ?Lemon, Orange, RaspThe Annals will be distributed on berry and Strawberry. Get a package
at yourgrocers to-day. 10 cts.
these evenings?two to each Promoter-?and returns made.
Company,
Bell
ffk Meneely
t It
ST.
177 HWHW,
The Sacred Heart Branch at \J3 tSI lU4
IT NCW YORK.
TROY.M.Y.f
Manufacture Superior
,C
East Cambridge lias the distinction
CMU
"- CMIME.SCHOOL JrOTHEW
of being the iirst in the Archdiocese
Please mention Review.
in order of institution. We hope for
it the same rank in its practical supthat they would know how to defend
port of the missions.
May God me; others, older, advised me to
prosper the work!
leave in all haste, for said they:
'We can not defend yon. We are
"Light andle."
aC
*>V[lt

j

'

If you have more than ten names,
give some to a friend and start another band.
You will in this way give your
friend encouragement to an act of
charity and, at the same time, benefit the cause of our missionaries.

Don't forget the prayer-condition.

without arms and our enemies are
legion.' What was Ito do; which
counsel to follow? By a short prayer
1 begged Our Lady of Good Counsel
to enlighten my mind and direct
my steps. Then I concluded to
leave. I left my Christians with a
good intention, not thinking of going far. I took nothing with me.
Having baffled the brigands I intended to conceal myself in the

different Christian villages,

to spend

one day here, another there, and

Tin: Annals will one day make return after the robbers had left.
valuablehistory. Promoters should Alas! it was not thus to be. The
keep one copy after members have first night was spent quietly in a
lowly, Christian family."
read it in turn.
Father Seguret further in his letter
From a Friend in France.
tells of his hardships when, as a
The following letter conies to the fugitive, he continued his way
Director from a priest whose heart toward a place of safety. Despite
the perils which hung over them, he
bus been always in the mission found the Christian Chinese
most
cause. The name of the writer is faithful, and eager to
help him.
not given as the letter was not writReaching Kui-chau he was safe,
ten for publication, but many a friend but his soul was saddened by the
in New England, and in fact through- tales, brought by other fugitives, of
Christians massacred and the work
out the United States, knows and of years destroyed.
loves the holy man whose words are
here recorded:?
" I thank God with all my heart
for the success already attained in
the work of the Propagation of the
Faith and the great prospects in
Intending purchasers of Crockery,
store for the future. The diocese
China
and Olass for seashore and counof lioston hat already given magnifitry
houses will find attractive lines in
cent proofs of the generosity of the
people and the skill of the manage- Toilet Sets.
We have taken out sets (of 10 pieces
ment.
America, it has been my
and
12 pieces) of patterns we will close
dream, is to be united with France
out
make room for importations ou
to
to become the providential instruway,
the
ranging from the low cost to
ment of God in the Apostolate.
the
liner
class from Ridgways, Bridg.
"Our religious are banished; the
work of hatred makes havoc among woods and Rroadhurst, which will be
us; Satan is using all his power sold at a mark-down,
presenting an
against the Church. Tears come to advantage to the purchaser.
my eves when I see all our spiritual
In the Dinner Set Department (3d
ruins; but one thing makes me hope.
are many sets of which we have a
floor)
We love the work of the Propagation of the Faith. Let America be single set only (not to be duplicated) at
our consoling hope; she can do a mark-down value to close out.
mighty things for God. Happy are Also in the Lamp Department
(galyou to see before yon such a splendid
lery floor) are genuine bargains at the
field of labor."
Out of $65,690,017, contributed mark-down prices.
to the Society of the Propagation of
Visitors will rind in the Art Pottery
the Faith from 1 522?1890, let us Rooms (3d floor) and in the Glass
Dep't
not forget that France gave 142,attractive specimens adapted

China Bedroom Sets
MARK-DOWN.

-076,905, or nearly two-thirds.

for wed-

Her charity will yet bring her ding 11resents.

back

to

God.

Letter of Father Seguret.
Of the Foreign Missions of Paris,
('onclusion.

"There was no reason for waiting.
My Christians soon-learned the news.
Some, the youngest and most fer-

vent,

told me

not to

leave them.

INSPECTION INVITED.

Johrs. McDuffie& StrattonCo.
China, Glass and Lamps,

120 FRANKLIN ST., cor. Federal.
Flmm int'Titiou Review.
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Temperance.
AN ENGLISH OFFICER'S TRIBUTE
TO TOTAL ABSTINENCE.
An English paper describes as
follows a temperance event which
was participated in some years ago
by Cardinal Manning and the present English field-marshal, Sir Evelyn

Wood :?
"Under the influence of Cardinal
Manning's personality and eloquence, Sir Evelyn Wood, a little
more than twenty years ago, had
a very straight talk with the men
under his command at Chatham
about teetotalism. A branch of the
League of the Cross had lately been
founded by the bishop-to-be, then
known as Father Brindlc, Chaplain
to the Forces; and perhaps of its
kind no demonstration the Cardinal
ever attended made so great an impression on his mind. The Cardinal's speech was, as usual, all to
the point. He addressed Thomas
Atkins as the traveled man he is,
quoting the sobriety of Indians and
Africans, also that of the aborigines
of Australasia, until Christian civilization introduced the ' fire-water.'
Sir Evelyn Wood then spoke, giving his experience thus: ' Some
years ago Colonel Hope, of the 12th,
told me that if he had to go through
his thirty years' service again, he
would become a total abstainer.

Throughout the Crimea, those were
the best and most healthy soldiers

and sailors who did not touch intoxicating drink. I served three
years in India, including the last
fifteen months of the Mutiny, and I
can positively state that those who
drank no intoxicants were the best
men. I went to the Gold Coast, and
during the 150 days we were in one
place I put in 146 days' service,
only to find myself beaten by the
attendance of a man who was a teetotaler. During the last three years
I have rounded the Cape of Good
Hope four times, and I found that
the stokers, who had to work in the
heated stoke-holes of the large ocean
steamers, never drank anything but
barley-water when in the tropics.
Throughout the Zulu campaign I
had two regiments under me one
young, and the other old. There
was little or nothing to choose between them for good conduct or discipline, because they were unable to
were
get anything to drink. They
Light
Infanthe 30th and the 90th
the
head
of
stood
at
they
and
try,
the British army for good conduct.
I had, beforehand, taken particular
care that there should be no liquor
in the place, as I feared drinking
might lead to a disaster before the
evening.' "
?

PITTSBURG'S DRUNKEN WOMEN.
The following editorial from the
Pittsburg Observer has been called
forth by a state of affairs which one
could wish to be untrue. But it appears to be only too true :?
"The proceedings of the licensing
courts in this city disclosed a fac
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which does not appear to be generally known and adequately recognized; and that is the alarming extent to which the drinking habit is
indulged in by women in Pittsburg.
This is a deplorable state of affairs;
and it ought to receive much more
attention amongst the well-wishers
of this community than it has. It is
bad enough, in all conscience, that

drinkerwhois describedas'moderate'
has a much harder fight for his life,
while the habitual drinker not only
fails torespond to thealcohol which, in
this emergency, might have helped to
tide him over the rigor of disease,
but he fails to respond to all other
drugs, and often succumbs to a
slight illness or accident ; quite insufficient of itself to cause death."
men should exhibit an ovcrfondncss
So instead of being a cure-all, as
for alcoholic stimulants.
But for many people imagine, alcoholic
reasons which are obvious it is drink is a great source of danger.
much worse for women to be addicted to the immoderate use of

TEMPERANCE NOTES.

spirituous liquor.

I

But that Pittsburg is by no
means remarkable on account of the
bibulous propensities of so many of
its women is evident from a statement made a few days ago by the
Rev. L. A. Banks, pastor of Grace
Methodist Episcopal Church, New
York, to the members of the Methodist conference assembled at Poughkeepsic. Referring to the increase
of drunkenness among so - called
respectable women in New York, he
said : I have looked into this question, and some of these days I will
give some startling facts. The most
dangerous drinking by women is in

"

II

Tiik Catholic Total Abstinence
Catholic, first of all,
and above all. It is solidly and
soundly based on Catholic principles, and its every movement is
'
carefully and conscientiously considered according to Catholic teaching. It is not a movement which
appeals to a few. It appeals to all
the better and middle classes. In Catholics who are interested in the
New York City women, members of progress
and welfare of the Church
the churches, drink whisky cockin this country.
tails in public on Sunday. I say
»
Two young boys from Boston
nothing but what I can prove in
court. American civilization is like were arraigned in the Morrisania
a pie. The top crust, or the 400, is court, New York, the other day,
steeped in champagne, while the charged with stealing a ride on the
bottom is soerpry with beer. The cars. They explained to the magismiddle class, until recently, lias been trate that they had been drinking in
fairly good.' And he went on to Springfield, and had crawled into an
ask in indignant tones why it was empty car to sleep. When they
that 'Methodist women, Baptist awoke they found themselves miles
women, Presbyterian women and away from Springfield locked in a
those of other denominations have moving car. "I believe you, boys,"
the whisky punch-bowl in their said the magistrate, after listening
houses beside the lemonade bowl ?' to them, " and will discharge you.
"In St. Louis a priest has in- This experience of yours ought to
augurated a vigorous temperance teach you a lesson not to ever touch
crusade in his parish. Alluding to liquor again."
\u25a0
the movement which he has set on
The
Rev De. Beble, the wellfoot, he has declared that he will
Protestant
clergyman, who,
continue his efforts in this direction known
some
time
was
called from
ago,
until ' every woman under thirtyBoston
to
a
Chicago
church, is
five and every girl who has made
as
the
saying
Windy
that
her first communion has taken the (juoted
is
better
off
with
to
regard
City
pledge of total abstinence.'

y

Always ready to serve?always deliriously
I
petizing. The natural flavor of the choicest
meats and vegetables?the delicate aroma that
comes from dishes temptingly prepared?the \u25a0
appetizing satisfying relish that delights the i
epicure?all these you'll find in Libby's
Home Baked Pork and Beans. Made in fl
Libby's spotless kitchens, where purityreitrns II
supreme?'tis only one of Libby's Good 11
Things to Eat.
Send five "2c stamps for Libby's big Atlas of the I I
World. Handsome booklet?"How to Make Good II
Tilings lo Pat"? irec.
If
tibby
Libby, McMeill
«*
Chicago

If

movement is

to temperance

" It is, however,no consolation
know that intemperance prevails

amongst women in other cities as
well as in Pittsburg. The lamentable
and humiliating fact that should
concern us is that a large number of
women in this city arc in the habit
of frequenting saloons and hotels
for the vicious and degrading purpose of getting drunk."

than is the Hub.

says : One thing which greatly im"
pressed me was the absence of drunkenness. I have seen many drunkards staggering through the streets
on election day in Boston, and in
places and regions where the conditions arc similar; my judgment is
that there is less in Chicago than in
Boston. Indeed, singular as it may
seem, I have seen in six months less
drunkenness in Chicago than I have
seen in any similar period in
Brighton."

For Sandwiches
Meats
Salads and
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ALCOHOL AND THE SICK.

i

I

It is a well-recognizedfact among
hospital doctors and nurses," says

Maud Banfield, a trained nurse,
writing in the Zadies Home Journal, "that a man addicted to the
use of alcohol, who falls illwith pneumonia, typhoid fever, liver or heart
disease, or has to undergo a serious
surgical operation, does not stand
nearly so good a chance of recovering
as the tidal abstainer. Even the

(Natural Flavor)
?"\u25a0"\u25a0^^
Food Products
|
ap?^

Two new members were received I
I
at the last meeting of the Hibernian I
I
T. A. Association, this city, and an
u25a0
application for the possible forma- \II
tion of a branch of the organization 11
11I
was received from a clergyman in I 1
II
II
the West.
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Send for our Premium List. You will find something you x
want, but do not feel you can buy. This is your chance to get |
them FREE. Just a little work evenings or any spare hours get- %
ting subscriptions for the Review, and you can get one of these $
Premiums.
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Ourselves.

Conducted by Aunt Bride.

Somebody asked Aunt Bride the
other day if she believed in clubs
for women. Why, to be sure, she
does in reason, of course. She
doesn't believe in a woman belonging to half a dozen clubs and wearing
herself intonervous prostration trying
to keep up with their programmes,
and to out-distance the other members in entertaining, not to mention
neglecting her household and family
in the process. But the number of
women who are so foolish isn't large
enough to be worth bothering about.
For the average woman who has
scant leisure a good club furnishes a
desirable change from the dailj
routine, and is good for her mentally
and physically. All work and no
play is sure to make the busy housewife very dull indeed. Usually it
also makes her irritable and hard to
get on with. Families who are wise
fur their own sakes, encourage the
?

T

club habit.
There is one sort of club, however,
for which Aunt Bride has a particular enthusiasm, and that's the town
improvement society. Its name
varies according to locality, but its
object is always the same, to beautify
city yards and streets, to make the
town a more healthful and helpful
place to live in. And this is a club
which every woman ought to help
along-. She may not be an active
member paying dues and attending
meetings, but she can take an active
part in promoting the objects of the
society. If she lives in a crowded
part of the town, she can make sure
that she is doing her share towards
making the. town as healthful as possible by seeing that the refuse from
her household is properly taken care
°f. Instead of throwing it on the
ash heap, or in the street as is done
in some places, she will see that it is
kept in a covered can and properly
disposed of every three or four days.
If she lives in the suburbs she may
have a hole dug in the garden and
bury the garbage, but in the more
crowded sections it must be given to
some man who makes a business of
gathering such stuff, or be taken to
the dumping ground provided by the
city. By doing this she will not only
be helping to improve the town?but
she will also be doing something for
herself and her family. Nothing so
quickly breeds disease in summer as
a neglected garbage heap. More
than one case of cholera infantum
and summer complaint, which has
carried off an especially cherished
darling, might be traced to a neglected
back yard. If housekeepers realized
how much depends upon cleanliness
out-of-doors and down cellar and in
the street, as well as in the house itself, we should probably have fewer
of those unexplainable epidemics
among children during the hot

BOSTON S£? REVIEW.

may be the cause of a dozen deaths well remember the mocking sneer
from typhoid, so far away she never of the young gentleman as he turned
hears of them, much less dreams of upon me and repeated the phrase. I
confess with shame, I tacitly acher responsibility.
Another way in which every quiesced in the sneer. I was, howhousekeeper may be an active com- ever, young and ignorant at the
mittee of one, working to beautify time, and didn't know there were
her town, is by cultivating green such literary lights and landmarks
grass and shrubs and flowers in both in English literature as Chaucer and
Spencer and Milton and Dryden. I
back yard and front yard. Incidentally she will get a great deal of didn't know that Giorious John
pleasure out of it, something which in his most polished work (the
does not always follow one's efforts translation of Virgil) made 'sea'
for others. She can do much, too, rhyme with bay,' nor was I aware
by training the youngsters to respect that clean ' in its old English
and love trees and flowers. Too dress was clsene.'
many small boys are allowed to hack
" I was in those days, too, igtrees, especially those growing along norant of the fact of our having had
English invasions of Ireland correthe street.
I haven't sponding approximately with the
But somebody says
time to cultivate flowers. Besides periods in which these aforemenit costs money to plant shrubs." It tioned poets flourished, and that
does take timeand money, of course, with each invasion came the Engbut not as much as you may imagine lish language as it then happened
and the expenditureis one thatpays. to be spoken. If we go back to the
For the woman who lives in her earliest invaders wo find them bringown house there are any number of ing to Ireland such words as ex
perennialswhich come up year after (ask), adrad (indread), afeard
(afraid), childre (children), harde
year and almost take care of themselves. Five cents will buy a pocket
of perennial phlox which will be a
thing of joy for many years. Gay, The Body's Best Safeguard Against
flaunting hollyhocks come up year the Changes and Chills
~M
after year, and require almost no care
after" the first planting. Then
there are peonies, bleeding-heart,
pinks, hardy Japanese lilies and a
great many others. Lilac bushes
cost very little and once planted in a
favorable corner they go on growing
forever. Rose bushes may be bought
for fifteen cents each in the departI W rtaximum of Porosity

'

not to

'

'

:"

ment stores.
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(heard), radde (read), goolde
(gold), lioom (home), swoorde
(sword). I never heard the word
brittle used by an Irish peasant:
he invariably says brickie'; the
very identical word used by Spencer, and so on, with a number of
other words which I can not recall
upon the spur of the moment,
" Then again, when the Irish
peasant uses such words as relase
(for release), renage (for renege),
he is only reproducing the exact
sound in which these words were

'

'

originally

'

uttered.'"

THOS. J. FLYNN & GO,
Publishers and Booksellers

If these are out of the question, at
All Weights for All Wants.
least you can spade up a foot or so
of earth about your kitchen door
CATHOLIC CHURCH (iOODS AJil)
SPECIAL WEIGHTS FOR SPRING.
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES.
and drop a few morning-glory seeds.
Pure Wool Hosiery, Shawls, Shirt
\\ (lists, Steamer Rugs, Hath Robes,
ALSO! Pajama
They will grow into beauty with
Suits, Abdominal Bands, etc.
16, 18 and 20
Jf you
very little encouragement.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
haven't even a bit of earth outside
BOSTON.
DR. JAEGER S. W. sTjfo.'S OWN STORES.
your door have a couple of window
NEW YORK ! 300 Fifth Aye., 157 Broadway
boxes. Nasturtiums, candy tuft,
BROOKLY N : 604 Fulton Street.
BOSTON : 280-332 Boylston Street.
Agents for all the European Steamgeraniums, all grow well in a box
PHILADELPHIA
: 1510 Chestnut Street.
and they will furnish a relief for
CHICAGO: 82 State Street.
ship Companies,
your tired eyes and mind all through AGENTS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES Drafts on England, Ireland and Scotland.
the trying hot days. Working in a
little garden among the flowers is
one of the very best remedies for the
blues. Children ought to be encouraged to love flowers although
most of them need no encouragement
in this line. Wherever it is at all
O£A AA To be Divided into
7 Parts.
possible they ought to be given a bit
of garden and taught how to plant $400
S5O
S5O
$400
$200
SIOO
$50
and care for a few easy growing
annuals. The good effect upon their
TO BE DISTRIBUTED AMONC
characters can not be over estimated.
One of the best things which the Boston Nursery for Blind Babies,
The Care of Blind Babies.
town improvement societies usually
do is to offer prizes for children who Floating Hospital,
raise the handsomestflowers.
The sick babies' refuge in summer.
Aunt Bride,

ESSEX STREET,

BRAND VOTING CONTEST.
$1I

jZDU.UU

Helping Hand Temporary Home for Destitute Jewish

Children,

IrOishIf nterest.
IRISH PRONUNCIATIONS OF ENGLISH
WORDS.

A writer in an English paper adds
the following to the growing litera-

ture on the subject of Irish pronun-

:

ciations of English words
"I remember years ago hearing
two Irish peasants argue about some
matter, in the presence of a youngAnglo-Irish gentleman who happened to have just finished his
studies at one of the English universities (Oxford or Cambridge, T
forget which), and who was on a
tour of pleasure through his father's
tenantry in the County Waterford.
One of the farmers 'accused tinother of some wrong-doing. The
latter protested his innocence, when
the accuser made answer and said :
'The great say (sea) would not
?

mention typhoid and
similar fevers among grown-ups. A
careless housekeeper who allows a
heap of rotting garbage to lie in the
yard where the milk cans are filled wa»h you clane (clean) of it.'

months,
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N. E. Deaconess Association,
A society whose members work without pay.
Branches : Hospital, Training-school, Home.
N. E. Peabody Home for Crippled Children,
The care and cure of destitute crippled children.

Salvation Army, Charity.
A Universal

St. Mary's Infant Asylum,

The care of foundlings and orphans.

ACCORDING TO THE VOTES RECEIVED.

CONDITIONS.

The purchase of goods in our store to the extent of
25 cents entitles the customer to one vote, and one
more vote for each additional 25 cents' worth pur-

chased thereafter.

VOTE EARLY AND OFTEN.

GILCHRIST CO.
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What a refreshing ease that drink

14

"lain Conrad Kirch."

He called

(His Holiness tope Leo XIII. grants gave to my tired frame and fevered the young ladies. "These are my
to the faithful who shall recite this head ! I lay back and smiled my sisters, Anna and Lena."
hymn an indulgence of 300 days once a gratitude to this German lady for
I sat up, for already I felt hopeful
day.)
her kindly act. The tears came to and strong, and saluted the young
Hail, thou Star of Ocean,
my eyes, for I was very weak and holies. Madam Kirch took the picPortal of the sky,
had eaten nothing for a long time. ture which I held in my hand and
Ever virgin Mother
She placed her hand on my forehead showed it to them, saying it was my
Of theLord most high!
and said slowly, so that I might un- mother. Then she spoke to her son.
Oh, by Gabriel's Aye,
derstand :?
Turning to me lie bade me rest for a
Uttered long ago,
Kva's name reversing,
Stablish peace below.
Break the captive's fetters,
Light on blindness pour;
All our ills dispelling,
Every bliss implore.
Show thyself a mother;
Offer Him our sighs,
Who for us incarnate
Did not thee despise.

while
"Thy mother, where is she ?"
they would call me when
All, mother dear ! glad am I that the meal which they were preparing
you see me not For surely your was ready.
The kindness of these excellent
gentle heart wouldbe sore oppressed
for your sick hoy. I closed my eves people made me happy. I lay back,
for a little while, but my kindly and kissing my mother's picture refriend wiped gently away the tears placed it within my doublet. In
that were flowing down my face. doing so I felt the packet which T
?

Alas! I was very weak and I felt
my mother's absence even as though
Virgin of all virgins,
1 were a little child. For to me
To thy shelter take us;
Gentlest of the gentle,
there was neither father nor sister
Chaste and gentle make us."
nor brother?only my mother.
Still as on we journey.
I sooncontrolled my feelings, and
Help our weak endeavor,
my hand within my doublet
placing
Till with thee and Jesus
drew out my mother's picture and a
We rejoice forever.
small packet. The lady took the
Glory in the highest
and looked at it for some
picture
To the Father be,
moments.
Then she placed it in my
With the Son and Spirit,
kissed rue on the
and,
bending,
sole
hand
Trinity!
One
forehead. She then drew tip a piece
Written for the Review.
of canvas from the bottom of the
RALPH ROHAN, TROOPER.
board and placed it over me. I was
PBROFEYS DRAC
VID OTTER.
now conscious of a strange swaying
(Autlkor''s Copyright.)
motion and looked inquiringly
around and then at her. She smiled
Chapter IV.
reassuringly and said, das schiff."
( Continued.)
she motioned me to stay quiet
Then
As"my senses quickened snatches
down the passage and over
and
went
ear,
reached
my
of conversation
to where the people were.
and
in
a
foreign
tongue
sometimes
I am on board ship. What ship »s
again in English. As T looked a
it taking mc 'i
woman left the group. She came this ''. Whither is
T
had
not
to wait for an anlong
hadgone.
along by the way the men
I saw my friend
for
presently
swer,
and
stopped
As she came near she
who I at once
girls,
with
two
young
mc.
spoke.
looked at
Then she
her
daughters,
were
and a
perceived
"Vie betinden SM sich?" ("Howover my way
coming
man
young
are you?")
and looked in my
The little German I had been while they talked
be to God ! I shall
direction.
Thanks
aid,
to
my
taught at school came
here.
not
without
friends
be
and I answered:
young man
and
the
lady
The
vohl
am
not
" ("I
Ich bin nicht
to
be
I
her
son) came
judged
"Ich
(whom
I
slowly:
said
well.") Then
the
young
to
while
my
side,
ich
nicht
deutsch,
madam;
sprechc
at the foot of the
stood
ladies
englisch."
spreche
She came near and placed a piece rough bed on which I lay. To my
of bread in my hand; she smiled .surprise the young man addressed
kindly at me and I returned her me in my own tongue.
My mother has been speaking of
smile. Then she went down a passage leading to the right. I saw her you," he said; you seem not to
lift a curtain made of canvas which know where you are." I saw he
was attached to the boarding above. was a fair, handsome young man of
about twenty years.
She disappeared behind it.
I am on a ship," I said, " but
great
tormented
with
a
I was
that
is all I know."
and
tried
eyes
I
my
closed
thirst.
W
«
ho brought you on board V
came
to
slowly
Tilings
to think.
my mind. Then I recollected my he asked.
"I do not know," I said: "I think
journey in the cart?Adolph?the
drugged."
I
was
of
water.
taste
of
the
drink
bitter
He spoke rapidly in German to
in
the
water
must
have
Something
deprived me of my senses for all his mother. As she listened she
this time. How long have I been placed her hand ou my head. Then
he turned to mc.
here?
You are on board the ' William
A gentle pressure on my hand
Sarah' from Rotterdam; it
caused me to open my eyes. It was
to
the woman, my friend. She had a called for passengers and cargo
to
Philadelgoing
You
arc
bowl of water in which some meal London.
had been steeped, giving it a whitish phia."
All
Thank God!" I said.
appearance. She placed her hand
in
Philwill
well.
I
have
friends
be
under my head and raised it, sayadelphia. Have we left London ?"
ing :?
u Yes, this morning; you are on
*Es iat gut;, sind sic durstig?"
said;
your
way out. What is your name?"
"T thank you, madam," T

"

"

"

!and"
"

,'ich bin sehr durstig."

had taken out when I first showed
Madam Kirch the picture. T now
took it out and opened it.
It was a piece of paper folded
many times round and secured by a
piece of faded blue ribbon. Within the last fold was a sum of money
?five pounds?in gold.
I tried to account for the presence
of this money, but could not. As I
was refolding it within the paper
the ribbon caught my eye. Then I
knew. The poor woman who had
aided mc in the room of the Dog
and Duck had worn this ribbon. It
was she who had placed this money
there. Poor frail creature! this
money shall relieve some unhappy
one and return to thee one hundredfold, if not here, hereafter.

" Pvalph Roham"

"
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rubbing. Rubbing means unhealthy work; no time to yourself s no comfort in washing.
Less rubbing means less wear-

ing, scraping, tearing; fewer
clothes to buy;economy. Save
your health, your strength j
wash in a suitable, womanly
way;

this,

and while doing

you're
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reservoirs of grace and not mere
channels, and in their abundance
could be sorrowful and pitiful even
for " women taken in adultery."
But so is it true that " the soul of a
holy man discovereth sometimes true
things, more than seven watchmen
that sit in a high place to watch."
As for me, I pity such from the
bottom of my heart. Having lost

grace, they arc the outcasts, orphans
and exiles of poor, weak humanity.
For them are the bonds of captivity,
the sighs of the hopeless, the tears
of the despairing, the dreaming of
another life, and the waking to hideous reality, the contempt and scorn
of him and of her who is canalis sed

In after days as I thought of this
woman 1 have Wen struck hv

poor

the exceeding high estimate in
which the saints have held chastity;
to what seeming extremes they went
to prevent even the semblance of
spot or speck on their own chaste
lives, yet how profoundly compassionate they are to those women
who, being overcome by temptation,
have fallen. Truly, the saints were

f Of Sick Stomachs

OUR SPECIALTY IS HATS.
The shades and shapes for Spring are
more becoming than they have been for

years.
NO HAT YOU EVER BOUGIIT will
prove more satisfying than those we
sell at $2.00, $2.50 and §3.00.
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non concha, a channel, not a reser- inanently, as there are instances of The bowels should be carefully reguvoir. Would to God that in this one or even two recurrences. The lated. Ordinary cases do not require
the world hated the sinner less and specific germ has not been discov- any medicine.

the sin more!
Little conjectured I how soon the
poor woman's money would be of
use, and how near were those whom
it would aid.
Soon the young man, Conrad,
came over and asked me to join
them in their meal. On getting to
my feet I found that my strength
was coming back to me, and I fain
confess that I felt very hungry.
Taking his arm, we both went cautiously, for the ship was rocking
freely, to where Madam Kirch and
her two daughters had already set
out the meal.
Seated around in
every direction people were eating
or preparing to eat. The babble of

How Some of Oup Readers Can Make

Money.
Having read of the success of some of your
readers selling Dish-washers, 1 have tried
the work with wonderful success. I have
not mode less than $9.00 any day for the last

six months. The Mound City Dish-washer
ered.
gives good satisfaction, and every family
to
the
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interval
from
wants one. A lady can wash and dry the
The
dishes without removing her gloves, and can
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of
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one
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a
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seven
The
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sudden, preceded by a slight indiscan do as well as uien.
John F. M.
position. Vomiting and, in young
children, convulsions are common.
Colleges and Academies.
There is intense fever, the skin is
dry and hot, the tongue coated, and
Ylt. St. Mary's Academy,
as early as the first day, there may
Manchester, N. H.
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r^****
be complaint of dryness of the
SCHOOL for young ladles.
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The Mother Superior.
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' Notre Dame Academy,
the neck and chest, and spreads so \u25a0L4U
count selling
IB
rapidly that by the evening of the
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses.
second day, it may have invaded the
For circular address
voices and the loud cries of the entire skin. After persisting for
THE SLPHRIOB.
Evening
Post
fades.
necessary
to raise two or three days it gradually
children made it
r«
s
Valr*i
mone5' re *
the voice to be heard.
In pronounced cases the rash at its
\MHtj Vs.tfJ
'\u25a0Sjg |g-3 quired. He can
continued.)
height has a vivid scarlet hue, quite
( To be
vMl beginneztweeh,
M
distinctive, and unlike that seen in
Brighton, Mass.
Many boys
With
any other eruptive disease.
V Ml mahe over $5 a Boarding and Day Schoolfor Young Ladies.
the appearance of the rash and the
I week. Some are For further particulars apply to the
fever, the skin looks somewhat
maKine $15.
SISTER SUPERIOR
stained, is dry, a little rough, and
SCARLET FEVER.
layer begins to
Scarlet fever is an acute infectious gradually the upper
'T*HE work can be done after school I
Academy of the Assumption,
hours and on Saturdays. Write I
disease, occurring in nearly all parts separate.
WeUesley Hills, Mass.
The degree and character of the
to us at once and we will send full I
Academy, situated in the snbnrbsol
of the world, and attacking all rates.
"pais
copies
instructions and io
of the maga- I
?
bears some relation to
Boston, is onlya few miles from the city.
The disease occurs sporadically. desquamation
zine free. These are sold at 5 cents I
It is on the line ot the Boston and Albany
the eruption. When
of
intensity
the
Railroad.
The location is one ot the most
a copy and provide the necessary P heaJthful and
from time to time, and then, under
picturesque in New England.
latter has been very vivid and
money to order the next week's sup- I
the
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out-door exercise. The curriunknown conditions, becomes wideply
price.
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the
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I
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in cijh prizes next month.
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In
sary for a refined education. For particulars
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hair
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even
the
to
portion of the cases occur before the
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process
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entire
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tenth year. Adults arc by no means
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school
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MT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY,

Medical.

I

exempt.

object of this school is to give such a gen.
eral education as will fit pupils to enter co'-

Very young infants are

rarely attacked. A certain number
of those coming in contact with the
disease escape. In a family of children all more or less exposed, one
or two maynot contract scarlet fever,
whereas, as a rule, in the case of
measles all take it. The susceptibility seems to vary in families, and we
meet occasionally with sad instances
in which three or more members of
a family succumb in rapid succession.
Males and females are equally affected. The contagion of scarlet
fever is probably not developed until the eruption appears, and is particularly to be dreaded during desquamation or peeling of the skin.
No doubt the poison is spread largely
by the line scaly particles which are
diffused with the dust throughout
the room. Even late in the disease.
after desquamation has apparently
bcen completed, a patient has conveyed the contagion. The poison
clings with great persistence to
clothing of all kinds and to articles
of furniture in the room. In no
disease is a greater tenacity displayed. Bedding and clothing which
have been put away for months or
even years may, unless thorough!}'
disinfected, convey contagion. Physicians, nurses, andothers in contact
with the sick may carry the poison
to persons at a distance. One attack
does uot necessarily protect per-

The

sequela' are kidney and heart disease.
pneumonia and disturbances of the
ear,?the latter due to extension of

£%£%£&

e*e

WANTED. IOULTLK COJf thieAf*

Catholics, and p nrticularly the reader*
inflammationfrom the throat. This ofAll
the Uevif.w, should bear Inmind the Voting
which Is now going on at Cilehrist
is one of the most frequent causes of Contest
Cci's store, and see to it that St. Mary's Infant
Asylum wins the first prize of $100, offered
deafness.
by this llrni for the Institution receiving the
number of votes.
Treatment: The disease can not largest
Gilchrist Co. are, and hare been generous
patrons of Catholic publications. Let all
no
disease,
is
be cut short, yet there
readers of the REVIEW show their appreciaby making their purchases when shophowever, in which the successful tion,
ping, as far as possible, at this store anil cast
their votes for St. Mary's Infant Asyl run.
issue and the avoidance of complications depend more upon the judgment of the physician, and the care
with which his instructions are car-

,

ried

out.

The child should be is-

olated in a room with constant temperature and the ventilation thorough. The child should wear a light
flannel night gown, and the bed
clothing should not be too heavy.
The diet should consist of milk,
broths, and fresh fruits; water should
be freely given. With the disappearance of the fever, the diet may
be increased, and the child may
trradnallv return to ordinary fare.
When the skin begins to come off
the child should be rubbed every
day or every second day with sweet
oil, or carbolated vaseline which prevents the drying and diffusion of the
scales. At any time during the attack the skin may be sponged with
warm water. The patient may be
allowed to get up after the temperature has been normal for ten days,
but, for at least three weeks from
The Old Camper
this time, care should be exercised
has for forty-five years had one article in to prevent exposure to cold, as kidhis supply?Borden's Eagle Brand Concomplications are very apt to
densed Milk. It gives to soldiers, sailors, ney
hunters, campers and miners a daily develop during convalescence and
comfort, 'like the old home." Deafter all danger is apparently passed.
licious in coffee, tea and chocolate.

ST. MARY'S ACADEHY,
NOTRE DATIE, INDIANA.
Conducted by the Sisters of the Holy
Cross. Chartered 18W. Thorough English
and Classical education. Regular Collegiate
Degrees.
In Preparatory Department students carefully prepared for Collegiate course. Physi-

cal

TBIUKI TO LOOK HIS BEST.
Take pa'ns to see your Home well furnished on K Z Terms.

and Chemical

Laboratories

well

equipped. Conservatory of Music and School
of Art. Gymnasium under direction of graduate of Dr. Sargent's Normal School of Physical Training, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Catalogue free. Address

DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,
St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.

Baby Carriages and Go Carts.
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Down

Per Week

Special arrangements can be made with u»
homes complete with standard
goods anywhere In :New England.

to furnish

REFRIGERATORS $1 Down, 81 Per Week.
1 Everything to Furnish

a Home on Easy

Terms,

HOLMES, LUCE & GO.

Successors to C. H. ROBINSON I CO.
Dock Sq. 140 Washington St. Adams Sq.

|J|

Ikjf Best

CUBES
WHERE ALL ELSE FAILS
Cough .Syrup.

Tastes Good.

Hup

Ml

The UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DATIE, INDIANA.

Classics,Letters, Economics and History.
Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy, Law.
Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial
Courses. Ecclesiastical students at special
rates.
Rooms Free, Junior or Senior Year, Col.
legiate Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate
charge.
St Edward's Hall for boys under 13.
The 59th Year will open September 9,1902.
Catalogues Free. Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. S. C, President
Please mention Review.

Please mention Review.
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MAY MORNING.
BY H. I. G.

The night is past; the dawn appears;
The meadow's strewn with pearly tears;
The twinkling stars, bright orbs of night,
Are hidden by the sun's fair light;
The gentle breeze steals o'er the lea
And wakes the sleeping shrub and tree;
The plants rejoicing sip the dew;
The flowers lift their heads anew;
The busy bees begin their day;
The songbirds chant their roundelay.?

to get up one of these languages, and it is too bad to compare the result, as one irreverent
Indianian did, to " the collaborative effort of a night class of mixed
foreigners."? Evening Post (NewYork.)

labor

aSensdNonsense.

AH these aglow with life's bright flame
The wondrous power of God proclaim.

ANOTHER MADE-TO-ORDER LANGUAGE.

Chief among the supposed advanof the universal languages
which people invent from time to
time is intelligibility. One ought
to be able to read such a language
perfectly, its advocates have said,
after a few lessons; and at first sight
anyone with a smattering of modern
languages should have little difficulty in getting the drift of a passage. This theory has recently been
subjected to an involuntary test. It
was in Indiana, where interest in
all topics connected with letters is
reputedly at the highest pitch. An
Indianapolis woman received last
June from Russia a gorgeous postal
card with some waiting upon it. No
one in Indianapolis could read the
writing. Other postal cards arrived
later from various points in Europe,
just as post cards come back from
a friend who is making a tour of the
Continent. Friends and neighbors
and language students were called
into consultation, and worked over
the cards long and earnestly, so the
report goes, but without result. At
last a card came from Chattanooga,
Term. It seemed at first as if
the mysterious correspondent had
reached America. But a letter from
London, in English, cleared matters
up before the Chattanooga clue
could be run down. It came out
that natives of various countries
who were interested in the universal language propaganda were carrying on a systematic correspondence
on postal cards, and in some unexplained way this Indiana woman's
name had found its wayinto thebright
directory of those allied with the
cause. Hence she got missives from
all the other memberswithout knowing what they were. The language
was Esperanto," the invention of
"
a Russian. If one wishes to say in
Esperanto, " Scientific books published in this language can be read
by everybody in the original," he
simply writes, " Libroj scienca publigata en tiu ci lingvo povas esti legata dc cie en origino." It does
not look difficult. The record does
not state what was on the cards
which were unwelcome guests at
Indianapolis, but the writers probably thought them simple enough.
It is something of a blow to the
whole system that intelligent people could not "get the hang" of
them at all. It might suggest further simplification. And yet Esperanto is already simpler than Volapiik and most of its other rivals. In
Volapuk the sentence already cited
would read, Buks nolavik pepubol
"
in puk at kanoms pakapalon fa alim
in ragid." It takes a great deal of
tages

May -1,

16

19(13.
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Fraxces," said the little girl's how you managed to come down

"
mamma, who was entertainingcallers, like a lady V"
time I slid down the
" The lastexplained
" you came down stairs so noisily banisters,"
Frances.
that you could be heard all over the
house. Now go back and come
down the stairs like a lady."
Frances retired, and in a few
minutes re-entered the parlor.

CUIMARD LINE.

stairs this time, mamma V"
" No, dear. Now tell these ladies

New, 14,280 tons, GOO feet long, fitted with
Marconi's wireless system. Rooms upper
decks midship Perfect ventilation.

Fast Twin
Screw Steamers.

"Did you hear me come down-

Boston, Quoenstowii, Liverpool.
Saxonia sails Apr. 7, May 5, June -, Juno 30.
Ivernia sails June 16, July 14.
Ultonla sails May 26. third ol»ss only.
Carpathia (new) sail* May 16. Second anil
third class on y.
A Cunard er from New York everySaturday
Rates, sailings, plans, etc., applyALEXAN
DER MARTIN, Agent, 126 State St., Boston.

?'
Cax't I sell you an encyclopedia?" asks the affable agent of WHY COLDS LEAD
the short-haired woman who meets
TO PNEUriONIA.
him at the door.
a cold is neglected it attacks
When
1 believe not," she answered, the lining of the lungs?then it's pneuFather John's Medicine cures
slowly closing the door; *' T am presi- monia.
colds and prevents pneumonia because
dent of our culture club, and I have it nourishes the system
and drives out
heard all there is in all the encyclo- the poisonous waste matter ?any other
way of treating a cold is likely to lead to
pedias several times over."
pneumonia. Xot a cough syrup " or
"
?'

"balsam" depending upon dangerous
"I suppose," said the condoling and weakening drugs, but a food medand body builder.
neighbor, " that you will erect a icine
handsome monument to your husband's memory ?"
The Tonic
Fast Twin-Screw Passenger Service
Par Excellence.
"To his memory ¥" echoes the
tearful widow.
poor John
Why,
BOSTON to LIVERPOOL
(VIA QUEENBTOWN.)
hadn't any. I was" sorting oversome
Sailing from Pier 7. Hoosac Tunnel Docks.
of the clothes he left, today, and
Crmrlestown. on WEDNESDAYS
found the pockets full of letters I
Saloon, $80 upwards. Third class at low
had given him to mail."
rate*.

DOMINION LINE.

Pilgrimage and Tour. Mr. McGrane, Business Manager of last year's Pilgrimage to
Rome, Ac, is preparing to take another party
this year, leaving July 7th. They will be
accompanied by a Spiritual Director, and are
assured of an audience with the Holy Father.
For particularsapply to
McURANE'S CATHOLIC TOURS,
187 Broadway, New York
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Instrumental Attachments

A special feature of the Wing Piano: it imitates perfectly the
tone of the mandolin, guitar, ha: p, zither and banjo. Music
writtenfor these instruments, with and without piano accompaniment, can be played just as perfectly by »
Player
on the piano as thoueh rendered by an entire orchestra. The
been
patented
by us,
original instrumental attachment has
and it cannot be had in any other piano, although there are
several imitationsof it.

wing
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DOMINION LINE. 77-81 State St., Boston.

STANDARD PIANO."
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Saloon rates, $60 upward;2d Saloon, $60.
Sailing list and full particulars of

Colds, Influenza, &.a.jT
E. ForOEß* & Co.. 26-80 4«r

"35 YEARS A
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J j Boston-MEDITERRANEAN-Service
Gibraltar, Genoa, Naples.
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is a representative Wingstyle.beingourconcert
grand, with longest strings, largest size soundboard and most powerful action, giving the greatest volume and
power of tone. It has 7\& octavos, with overstrung scale, copperwound bass strings; three strings in the middle and treble registers;
"built-up" wrest plank, "dove-tatled" top and bottom frame,

up" end case construction; extra heavy metal plate; solid maple frame;
Canadian spruce sound-board; noiseless pedalaction; ivory and ebony
keys, highlypolished;hammers treated by our special tone-regulating
device, making them elastic and very durable; grand revolving fatl-

board; fun duet music desk.

Case is made in Circassian walnut, figured mahogany, genuine
quartered oak, and ebonized; ornamented with handsome carved top
mouldings and hand-carving on the music desk, trusses, pilasters,
an d bottom frame.
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In 35 Years 36,000 Pianos
t\*

We refer to over 36,000 satisfied purchasers in every part of
the United States. WING PIANOS are guaranteed for 12
years against any defect in tone, action, workmanship, or
maten
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